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RED RIVER PROSPECTOR.
VOL. HI-

fo. ilhli cation,

ngi :a

ftlVEB, TAOS COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. THUR3DAY

LiKD

-

In-- ii
Beiriuninga' Cor. No 1 Men tic tl With
.1 tin1 amended
sio e 8x8 lot . 8 loa, N. V. Cor .No I. of he amend, dloca Ion
X
a i take ii Ins hiuh.3 me. in ill mi. S '
uiarJM d
:i iily
in i hi j.
ie
B. nee, which 1 mark granite stone 26x20xi2 ina. ISliiu', m
"U lop, m...
ground, marked X on inp.ami it'O "l
. l and ruief. a K'mn
r
ft
, It. high alongside
rdeed a stone mound it 0 Be
i
II. .C. M,
the lilacs Copper blfhi aha side
B aoh
upper
1.7. s. L. t. No. i, In
Mining
.i ,n Cam (Vtinty, New
Mining District. In Taos iVutov, Nw
w.
pi
fi.
Mexic
VV. 36I.8 ft.
II
i 9 itir.
In diam. blared Mexico, bears S.
A
;. ...
ABprucetreei2inN.nl rtiHail. .l rt
.,
bears 8.
and scribe
X.
B.
T.
and Bcriiied x.
4!" 43' W.
$T K ii.6 fi.
A api
d j i' g. in diam,
A spruce trie i2 Ins- In di m. bl
and Hi
if r. i me, 'bears s.
-'
Sit'
land scribed X 15. f. i lllti bgara
!;.
t'l.!Va'. 12- 5oE. 31 W, :t.2 It.
!!! K.
;.... 11
Thence S. 39- 43 B Vl. t2 :'t;.ir. No. 2. identical with
line
.S. E.C01. X
i
tjeenW.ion- - 01
rth . amended locution 8a. 88 ft. IntersHCi
m.-- s ms. loins, sieve
from
'Ma survey, 311 2 fl. N. 73
L duarizi-.-ground marked X arid 4, waich I mark Cor. No. 3, previously dftkoribent 2480
Wide
plater
dltoll, 8ft.
Moreno
fuf Cir, N- 2 and raise a stone
ft. intersect lum 6
mound. 2 ff, haee. 1 f t. high ongside. run VV. ; 331-1Indi
2
No.
I5iack
of Ihlaanrvev
bls.z-Copper
Aeprm-r 23 i,. . in diam.
and scribe.- X. li. .2 11 16 beara a 16. 56 lii ft. N- 64' 49' W. from Cor No, 6 -,
ppev om ly described ; W.I 81 tt in.. rs.
28' VV. ll.l H
... II mi in diam. blnid llna2
Black C ipper lode of this ui
A Bprucfl
I!. T. 2 1U6 bears N . 10. vey, 110.46 ft N- 73 41 V.. n ioC r
and sent -- ,:
NO. 8, previously described; 49i 00 tt.
30' E 10.6 ft.
lilack Copper and line
E. Intersect due
Thence X. 26 43 E. Va.
W.
Benzuealia lodes 74.4 tt. S.
..r 3. Identical with Cor.
l48S.0fc.ioNo. 3of lift umeu led location,-stone from Cor. No 3 lilack Copper and C r
36x8x6 ins. Set a quartz stone 30x7x7 No. 2 Benzuealia lodee. previously !"
ins. 12 inn i,, ih,. cnoiiint. marked X 0:1 scribed; 600.00 ft. to Co". No. 2. iden'l
or No. 3, und raised oal with 6. VV. C r. No. 4 of the nmem'ed
too and 3 inc.
a moilml 01
fl. mse.l'.fi. higi: location, a quartz stone 9x6 inn, 8 ms.
aldngalde.
above en. uud, which I mark X on top
for C r, No, 2 snd raise a
A spr((c
his. I diam. blaz'd and
ft hi.;n,
and sorlbi'd
i'.,
bears S. 65- a mound of stone 2 ft. baBe
alongside
13' E. 10 ft.
diam,
spruce
b'sz 'i
tree r8 tne in
A
I! in, in diam. clazud
A 8ru e
bears N. '
N. ' and scribed X. 15 T.
and sen lied X. 11. i' 3 till! bears
23 E 10 9 ft.
9, VV, W.8 f
A spruce iree 20 n. in diam. hi z d
X '.: 3U W. Va. 12- 30- E.
The
16. hears S 25'
.
600.0 ft.
..4. IdeuLical with and Bcillied X 11. T.
18' E 9.1 ft
N. VV, C01 X,. 2 of the amended
Thenoe N. 48- 52' E Va 12 3')- Ew hi
rcz .ck 8x8 ins. 4 ma.
200 00 ft. crosB Moretvo olacer ditch, 6
above ground ,d firmly set. which I
mark X on t"P "id 4 11 16, for Cor. No. fi. wide, runs X. or vv.; H56.2 it. Inter-sec- t
Cold (iarncr hale of ihia
lin
4. and raided a mound of atone 2 ft. base
survey, 713.5 ft. N. 26 43' K. from Cor.
Ion .'side,
Ik ft.
A sprue- ii oii in diam. blazed No. I, previously described; 19'I.K ('. to
andscrib d X li. P. 4 1116 hears N. 40, C r No. 3, identical with S. E.Cir.No.
t4'EL. 8t ifi, a spruce tree 8 Ins. lii 3 of' the amended location.. ipiartsiie
ih-X. Ii.T.
stone 9x5in8.,8 ire. above c;ronna, unlit
diam.blaz".
.1
ed X on top, which I mark 3 1116. for Cor,
bears S. 51' ft E. 7 7 ft,
l.aaeii Thence S. 88' 18' W. Va. 4 t5' E. ;i, and raise a stone .nnutid
i488.ii ft. to U01. No. 1, the plact of it high, alopgside
Ze.i
apruce
A
tres.i iua- ti in diam
beginning,
55
and scribed X. il
ll 16, bears
BLACK COPPER NO. 2 LODE.
9 VV'.:i.5ft.
i896.
28,
Amended
Located March
Aspiuceiree i:!1n. In diam blared
Sept. 10. 18.'i,
1116, heirs & 26'
scribed X. 15.
Beginning C!j. VV.Cor. No. (.Identi- and
3i K. 27.9 fl.
.. of the ameuded lo
cal with S. VV
IK' E.
Thence N.39 43' W. Vai (
.
cation, anu WI'll Ci r. No, 2. lii 0 etc viop- Intersect. Iln t 4 Uold
l4i.:t
per lode Of
Ji. v.. e.3iv C3- - ner lodeft.of this SUfvef ,899:Sfli !H8"4'
scribed- v. from Cor. No. 4, prcvimidy descrihed ;
TJ. f. L. M.Xo.
of the lilack Cop-ft. to Cor. Nd 4. identical 1th n.
5i4.4
per Alining Dis net m'Paoa Omnty.New K. C ir.
No. 4 of the amended loca' ion,
VV
619'
S
276i.4 ft.
Mexico, bears
a spruce slump a ft.high. 5x5 ins, square,
!()
X
3
E.
Va.
E.
Thence
if
for
with nad in top, which I tm.sk.
687.8 ft. 10.' 'or so 2. Identical with
Cor. iS. 4.
N, VV. Cor. X 2 of ihe amended loca-- i
A spruce tree 10 ina. in diam b'a
tion. A. granite stone firmly set in the andscrlbedX 15.
bjeara N.
ground, t2xu ms j ins. .hove ground. I 53' K. 11.2 ft.
16
mark this atonn iruli X on top and
A Bprnce tree 6 ,'ns. in diam. bl
and raise a mound of stone 2 ft. base and
X- 15. r. 4- 116, bears
1 1. ft. biph
aloi
23' w. 7,8 ft.
di-16
In
blazed
ins,
An aspi-- '
Thence S, 52' 7' Va.iH"4S'K.
and scribed X. li. I'. SVtiitt bears 6. 25-80t.7i ff. intersect lines 4 151 ck (
25 E. 3.2 tt.
N.
ner no. 2 lode ot fnis survey, ai 0 '
All aspen 'r 8 Itjs. in dinra. blazed 64' 4?' vv. from Cir. no. 4 nrevi iiislv
and scrib X 15. P. 2 1116 uears, S. 6 .scribed;
koo.h tt. to t ir. No. 1, the
26 W 38 &
place of ii" ginning.
2! E, Va. 12- 3'
Thence
15 EN 7, UK ALT A
LODE
3.
A spruce post
600.0 ft. io c .
4; tt. long, !. i 0 b sQ'iare, set. 2 ft. in
Located April 4,- - i893. Amended

wiu

i

DECEMHEU

NO K

4. 1902.

B

!rn,-- a spruce a take 3
in. in diam., 3
i
liov.. ground, with nail in top. bears
W,
IT. S. L. M. No.
2.3
fc.
37'
52'
I
'i the 111 n:k CoppervMiuliig inairict.
i' ma Coon' v. New Mexico, beura S
5. 27' VV. 36051.9 ft.
An aspei,iicc 15 ins. iu diam. blated

ical with coj. no. 2, Black cupper, and
Total net area Included In this survey.
1, Black copper no, 2 lodes,
4 1.289 acres.
previously, described
Hlates Lnd Office, Hants
s w. c .r
I of the location, -- a balw tn 2
E 3 sam
11
post 4 Ins. square, 3 tj. above
1
1802.
Fh, Mew M.x.cn, July.
'
m
t,
B:
S
ars K.80' 00' w. KO ft,
ground
S
IJ
3
ir
Notice ot Aiiptlrailot: for ill twi
3 t 3 S - jr
U.8. L M. No, l, 111 the Black copcer
vild Bcriiicd X.ii. T.
bears t. 79" Mining
t1
'n
District, in TaOS County, tnew
Stiitea Patent
"
W. 23.5 f..
w 276i 4 tt.
"3
A balsam iree 8 ho. In diam. Dialed Mexico, hears S. 49 6'
Malice is hereby given .imi. Iiik i'aos
1'he i' e H. 6 lO'PB Va. II
U scribed X. I!. T. i ll 16 beara N. 81
Gold .iiimno ft ,iu.i.i.o Company,
Along line
Black onpper No. 2
K. 29.3
stud existA corporation! tfoly ui g.iniz--.13
163.00ft. to cor. no
I Tbence . 44 46' E. Va. 13' 30' E. lode, of thissurvey.
ing Under the laws ol di.' ! t. u- - oi i
17.0 ft. croas nralMb of Black Copper
Black copper no. 2 lode
to
On ltu a
duly authorised u ider in L iwb
wok, 8 ft. wide, flows S. W.; 500.00 fl. of this Burvey"
of (be territory ot New Mexico to do
Z in
c oss Moreno placer ditch, 6 fi. wide,
A spruce post 41.; ft. long 5x5 ins
bUBlcess in said petitory, ntiu whose
iifhs N. E.; 60O.OO ft. to Cor. No. 2. square, Bel 2 ft. iu ihe around, wiht.
pmicipal place of businerc and pnstof-11c- .'
2
mound ol ear li around it, scribed 2 I1I6
Cflttcsl 4?lth Cor. no. 4 of be amend-addieas in Haid Territory is
spruce
poat 5 ins.
Lot. Cor. n i,
, locaMon,-- a
in the County of Colfax, in
above
spi uce pou 2Jj
2 to cs
square, 4 it. aoove ground, jeursN. 73
i! Sound, Set a gmnltit utone 25x 10x9 ins.
CS 34 w
said Terntoty, has made application for
Jr
States patent for ihe lilack
ins. in the ground, marked X on top 15' W, 99 5 ft.
a Uniliduroup
A spruce tree 2 itis- in diam. blazed
f lode turning cluiuis
Conoet
for Cor. no. 2, and raised a
1
rH
H
iieara S. 62
Survey No 1116, coiisiiing of the Black
s one mound 2 ft. base lja' ft. high, and scribed x. B. T.
3 - .9
j
N
487.3
'
It
Copper lode, covering
ingeidc.
II
sr v T
Is vv. 65 ft.
41 W. mid lOia.7 It S TJ 41' K. from
A spruce tree 13 ins. in diam. blazed
An aspen s' nm p 10 ns. tn diam. blazthe poiul of diacoverv; Gold (iiirner
scribed A. li. 1.
bears N. H ed and scmtvd.x. 15
H
bears N.
lode, cnviriug 5il0 ft. S. 26 W W, and
24 W. 7.4 fl.
68 51' E. 17 ft.
m
8D8 ft. N. 26- - 43- E. from point of discov10
spruce tree
ins. in diam. blazed
30' K.
Thence S. Tie 18' B. Va.
ery; Ulai-- (topper No. 2 lode, covering
a id scribed X. 15. I.
bears N. 61
IS IS 15
3
2IO.OOH. cross a brunch of Black CO .par
if)6 ft. N. 87 17 W. ami 24.7 ft. S. 87
G.
11.4
ft.
.
T Ji Cl
1030.00
reek,
w.;
S.
runs
3
ft.
wide,
ft.
17' K. and 863.113 ft S. 64 4lJ' E. from
fiO
49'
11
E.
n.
35'
E.
Va.
Tneoce
Adjoining and confl'ot.incc'airci are
the point of discovery; Osrboroate lod
816.94 ft. intersect line
B'ack cross Moreno placer ditch.lift. wide runs
carhonate The VV. E. Kvans lode, conflicting wt'.h
eoveriiu: 344 ft. 8. 52' 7' W and 1156 tt
survey, 115.9 N.;II58. 98 ft.iuursec.t line
intie
of
M0.
ipper
this
j
discovery
point
lode, of this survey, 80.SS it. S. 89' 43' the Valley lode acroos the eas en
N.027' E. from the
Cor. no. 4,
I N. 64 49' VV. from
Beuzueiili a lode, covering 130 ft. N.iio
; 1186.7 fi. to
Cor. no. k. from
J I'"-- '
1,
cor.
piuviousiy adjoining the Black Cipp'T N
No.
30' W . uud 1362.6ft.S 55 30 K. Horn the
along llnei lj the i9oi lorle conrtlctlig
dentical with Cor. no. 3 of the ameud1417.77
ft.
intersect
pjlnt of discoVpi ; liolconrt lod",
e. location, a quarizite stone. 78 ina., Hue
wb h he Vallev ndi along the on'b
111
4- -6
uk copper no. 2 lode, of nf
ft. N. 60 53' E.aud 1231.7 ft.S.
8 ns above ground, tirmly set. which I Ihla survey, 144.01 1
the Valley lode; the Rehbel and
d'i '20' li. Irom
.N
60u3' W.tr.'m point of disi i'V. i vjjnbile-01 tilt
lodea, conflicting wtthline -i of the
and X on top, for Cor. no. cor. no. 6
ldent-DtOoor,Mlo,3,
162ft. N. 68 ur B and
it.
iuoo.oo
lode, covering
8
2
a
nd raise Blout- mound ft. base
A'ailey lode, near C r. No. 4, the Merriek
134H It. s 58- - 01' W. from point of
with n. K. cor. no. 3 of the location,
fi h ic'.i. alongside.
de overlapping the Black C pper on
Qaeen lode, covering 57r tt. N.
ree 10 ins. In diam. blazed
A sprue
a spruce poet 4
tt. loug, 6x6 ins. tbesonth side; the Urseie aid Ircnn
and '.:: tt. S. 73 41' tl. from
73 41'
X- B. T.
N. 55
bears
scribed
d
square, .eel 2 ft. 111 the ground, with lndio. conflectltig with th'P.sf emi bl
point of dlaooTery, aod the Valley lode,
89 E. 17.6H.
I
mark the Black Copnurnnd t.h" BfeBt end .1
covering 053 tt. S. 73 40' E and 045 ft.
A 8pruee tree 7 mo. in diam. blazed mound of earth around it, which
the BentoealW lndi; and th" Rordealt
N. 73- 40- VV. from disivery point.
16,
n. for cor, no .3.
.a d scribed x. 15. T. 2 III6 Pears S. ,1 3
Cold f!
lodo.co- M'ctingwith th
Kaid gri.np of lode mining claiiua being
18
W. 1 1.6 fi.
A spruce tree lo ins. in diam. blazed on line 2 a, ill unsurveyed, and claimed,
Bituaitd in the Hlack Copper Mining
14
W41
E.
16'
Vn.
nears N. 33 byclnimenf
Thence N.
and teribed x. B. I'.
herein.
Dlsirlci in the Cuumy of l'aos in lha
.98.1 ft. to C u. no 4. Identical with
51' w. & Xt .
Terrimrv of New Mexico, and iu I1, 28
TheBillv B. lode, Knr. 983 A., and
a
location,
2
of
amended
no.
the
Cir.
2'i
in
uee
blazed
tree
diam.
ins
spi
N. of 11,16 K , unsurveyed and more
dalmed tv ibp Taniiz-im'lold itvrg
ij'Jartzite atone 3x10 ins, 8 ins. above
Co., eonflietx with the Bl "k Copper
partii'iili'ly bounded and described
bears . 21
which I mark with and scribed x. 15. f.
?;)und, lirmlv
:
4
lode on line
aa follows
4.
n"ar C r.
x Jti top and 1 U16, for Cor. no. 4, and Jl' E. 7 ft.
Th Tor' Bt King and Shirley Irtles,
ft.
raise a atone mound 2 ft. base
BLACK CQPPBB LODE,
Thence S. 16" 20' v Va. 3" 30' K,
Belcher, c'aim nt.
t
high, alongside.
Claim located Jan. 28, I8.16. Amended
98 00 ft cross Moreno placer ditch, 6
with MneoS-- t and t i if ina
An aapeci tree 8 ins. In diam. blazed
N il
Sep. 15, 18LI7.
i5.3
cor.
10
ttr.)
runs
ooift.
wide,
ft.
4
1116,
beara N.60
lode at Cor. No' Ir end the Com
and sorlned x. B. T.
Beginning at (J- - W. Cor, No. 1. identidentical with cor. no. 3. Black copper stock lod", nnsurveveil. IT. L Pearson
5' E. 1 1.2 ft.
ical withS. v; Cor. No 2 of the amendblazed
9
and
In.
no.
BSpeQ
lode,
diam.
tree ins.
2, lienzaealia lode of
the ,T. A. Bell estate. ('-- m nut
and car.
An
ed location, granite stone 13x8x7 ins.
which conllicts with the Cold (larnea
hears S. 63 this survey, previously .escribed.
scribed x. B. T.
and
24x
I
In lieu or his, set a granite Btone
23' W.4.8 ft.
cur. no. 3 of the location, -- a lode on line 2 R,
. k.
14x10 iiiK. iains.tn the ground, marked X
Thence 8. 50" 53' w. Va. 12' 35' E. spruce post 6t us. square, 4 ft. above
None of theBe coutlictB in to be ex
raised,
a
ot
mound
116
and
and
on lop
700.00 if. cross Moreno placer ditch, 6 ground, bears S. ili 21' vv 15O ft.
ft. high alongside.
'
eluded.
Btone 2 H. base,
t it- s K. of N.; 1367.82 ft. inter
wide,
ft.
i3
w.
73
K.
41'
80'
Tiience N.
Va.
o. 1 in the 111 ick Copuer
II S. E M
3 4 liia k Capper N". 2 lode,
The Taoa Cold Mining ,x Milling ( 'om.
ts. ;
Aloug line 2 3 of said Black Capper
Mining District, iu Taos County, Neve
87.31 U.S. 61 49' E. from car. no 3, previnm v.
survey: ii 10.00 fi. to Car.
this
lode,
el
67 lit' V. 2'J8() ft.
Mexico.
I470.OO
cross
tt.
ously described;
branch No-1July
A.
D. 1O02.
ti.
place
A 8pru e tree a Ins. in diam. blaze.,
of
beginning.
the
3
Hows
ft,
wide,
cupper
of lilack
creek.
bears N. 9'
MANtTEr. It. OTnno, Rfhistkb.
and acrlbed X U. T.
S. W.J 1486.7 ft.tooor. No. 1 the ..place-o2' W.28 5 ft.
beginning.
."iret Publication Oct.l L 1002
Locate Ja 1. 1, l9Ji. Amended Sept.
A api 0 e free 7 ins. In diam. biased
.M'KlLhE LODE.
i7, i9oi.
15,
16'
X
S.
T.
bears
and HSrihi
Located July 20, Ih97.
Beginning at S. vv. Cir. No.
.25' W. 25.7 rt,
New Mexico Demands Stati
Beginning at uor.No 1, a granite stons, spruce pistli ft. long, 4x4
ina. tquare,
Thenc - X. 16- 20' E. Va. 12- 15' E.
12 ins. in the ground
ms.,
24x10x6
set
2 tt. in the ground, won
ol hood of tlio ."iTtli
set
mound
Thence aheig linell-- l Valley lode of this
Oontrreas.
with atone earth around it, sorloed
marked x on top, and
eurvey, 43.7 ft. Cot, No 4, Valley lode
mound 2 ft, b iae l'.3 ft. nigh, alongaide.
S. vv. Cor. No 1 of the t.mened loca-- f
of tins a irvey 275.0 ft. crosa Black
N. VV. ,;or. No. I of the location, a
ion,-- a sprue past 4,'4
long, 4x4 lua.
Copper cieek, 3 tt, wide, runs N. of V.;
The short
of tlif
spruce pos; 5x5 ms. square, 4 ft. above square, am 2 f in mo ft.
ground,
bears S.
478.0 ft. oroal I5lnck Copper mine road-ruu5S
S.
bema
l'W.2ff.
eionnd.
conrr.pss
0
of
branch
ft.
E.'jwl W.;540
cto isa
67 io' w, 5.3 ft.
convened in Washiri
U.S. L M. no. in the lilack ""copper
lilack ( ppei creek. 10 ft wide, runs U
U. S. Jv. ML, No, 1, in the Black Copper last Monday.
aos coiiniy, New
Mining Diatrici in
2,
No.
Cor.
identical
to
60
If.
0
of W.i
Mining District, in Taol County, New
Mexico, bears . 57 25' w. 4042.8 ft.
with N. VV. Cor. No. 1 of the amended1
Aepruceiree 15 ins. in diam. hlszed Mexico, bearBS. 16' 13' VV. i765,2 ft
location nd with ;h S ,V. r.ir. No.
beara S. 86
and cubed x. 15.
is i
Aspruce tree 11 ms in diam, blazed
Deleft B. aS. Rodi-of the an. ended location of the llliick
27' E 9.6 ft.
and scrioed X, B. 1:116, bonis N. 37 Washington,
Copper N" 2 lode of this survey. A
fiiyhting for state
A spruce ree 16 Ins. in diam. blaz d 31' w.43.8 ft.
apiucu pwrtSK ft- above ground, I' .x.'j the gTOdltd ' " h '
earth around Sept. is, i897.
beara S. 52
and scribed x, B.T.
hood
New
for
spruce
i4
Mexico.
ins
A
tree
blazed
in
Oor, No.: (s. w.) identiins suu .ie, with mound ot eiirtli around it, Bcrlbi'd
diam.
Ml
Beginning
at
C01. No. 3 of the
v
19' . 6.6 ft.
and
for amended Io
It, acrmed 2 1116,
post o ins. cal with Cor, no. 2 of the amended
u.- bears S. 60
The 'bS, 38 26' E. Va. 12" 35' h and scribed X. B. T.
Cor. No. 3 ;!iack t'opper. Cor. No. 1 in diam 4 f . ub .. .uud, bears N.
No. 4 of tiie li'ack
Cor.
4o' K. 75 ft,
with
and
BIick
145.38ft. liursect line
1
Tho Republican majority in New
2,
Cor.
No.
No.
and
Black (Ypper
Copper lode no. ni6of this survey, pre- copper no. 2 lode of this Burvey, ll'.OO
E tO K.
thence N. 16 20' e. Va , 2 e.
(Queen I""m ''f ,h,s 81" vt,v'
)2 inf. in iliam. blazed viously described.
4, previ uis-lMexico,
spruce
cor.
A
w.
no.
from
61
this year, was fl.fiKi, Two
n
cross
ft.
8
Black
Copper
4i'
225.00 ft,
creek.
A bala (8) 'ree 21 ins Ip diam. blazed and scr'h.-,- X l. . 3 1116 bears N. 50-w ide, runs N.
described ; 171. lj ft. iuleBect line 2- L. Ni. no.i, in the Black C inner
vv.; 331,00 ft. cross
UiS.
ft.
and
years
and serin d X. 15. T.
ago. it was only 8.682.
VV. 42.6
Mining District, io Taoa Qounty, NBw Colco ida lode of his surye7, 330.24 ft. ro.iu to lilack Copper mine, runs S. K.
IK!.
is "J( 56 45 K 55 1 fc.
in diam. blaz 'd Mexico, bears S. 76 0' w. 8454 t .
A sprue ' re i3
49' E. from uor. no. fc, pre- and N (IV,; 600.00 it. Car. No, 2. A
N. 50
An aapen tree 15 ins. In diam. blazed and scribed X. is. P. i 116 tie ira
4
246.66
descrihed;
ft. spruce posi 4)4 it. long, 6x6' lua
viously
Thence X, 16 '20' E. Va.i" K.
iare,
The Holland mihnj&rine tori
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An eccentric man la one who does
foollah things, but has money.

Restored health to the Hon. William F. Cody. We couldn't spare Buffalo
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The house of a Mr. Arson of Brooklyn burned down last Friday. It look
auspicious.
If the leggy Belgian hare Is to suj
plant the steer as !ood, now la his
time to butt in.
A turf note declares that Acefull
has gone lame; probably ran against
a straight flush.

When pneumonia went against Rus-ael- l
Sage it was like a roll of butter
ticking a brick wall.
Many an honor graduate Is forgotwhile yet the glory of the burly
halfback is undlmmed.
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"What do

I

think 'bout girls

learn-In-

'

to swim?" asked Captain Knowles,
as he straightened up from the barrel
In which he had been
salting fish.
"Wall, I'm free to say conslder'ble
more'n I used to. You know my girl,
Cedy?"
"Her you picked out o' that wreck
on the rips five years come March?"
said one of the cleaners at the board
behind htm. "Yes, I was 'round here
at the time. Furrlner, wa'n't she?"
"Sort o' furrlner," answered Captain Knowles. "Said her name was
Mercedy;
had It worked on her
clothes with pretty folds. Wall, me
an' my wife was cornered 'bout her
tralnln'. Our two big girls, Llxy an'
Sue, was likely workers; could h'lst a
bushel o' clams to their shoulders, set
a lobster pot, an' spear eels; but 'Cedy
now I'm not say In' she was lazy,
mind!
She was spry's a kildee, an'
by starts,
would work like a tide-racbut she was unaccountable. We'd
t
saved a few books an' papers from
wrecks, an' she fastened herself
to 'em like a barnacle. We tried to do
by her jest as well as we did by our
own girls. But law! we couldn't keep
up with her more'n a stormy petrel
could live in a barnyard. She learned
them books by heart, an' she made
plans for gotn' off to school, and
Bwim!
I seed that girl swim a mile
'fore she was thirteen fact! Beats all
how things are in some folks, an' ag'ln
ain't in other. For all we live nigh
the water, my wife an' Llzy an' Sue
can't swim a stroke."
"But what's that got to do with girls
in gen'ral learnln to swim?" asked a
new man curiously.
"Ye ain't heered 'Cedy's story. Ye
see, we live in Qooseb'ry Island, ten
miles from the nearest mainland p'lnt,
an' we haven' t but one boat. One day
last fall me an' Tom Ed'ards he's my
girl Llzy's husband now, ye know
we went out to the rips fishln'. Blue-fiswas blttn' hard, an' we counted
on stayln' two or three days. We took
the fish to the p'lnt for saltin'. It was
cheaper to ship to Boston from there
than 'twould 'a' been from Gooseb'ry.
"Wall, on the second day, Tom Ed'ards rlz up in the boat of a suddin
an' shaded his eyes. 'Thar's summat
off to stabbo'rdf Cap'n,' he says. An'
with that I rlz up an' shaded my eyes,
too. But we could only make it out
to be some wreckage rlsin' an' fallln'
on the waves, so we went back to fish-inPretty soon Tom Ed'ards hopped
up ag'ln of a suddin' an' shaded his
eyes as before. 'It's somebody swlm-mlnCap'n,' he says. So we pulled
our boat for it in a hurry, an' wall,
what d'ye think? 'Twas my girl 'Cedy,
out there lookin' for us. Fact!" as
he saw the Incredulous expression on
the new man's lace. "Ye see. my wife
was took with an awful bad spell
dyln', seemed like. The girls didn't
know what to do, an' thar wa'n't no
boat to go for a doctor with, so 'Cedy
jest kicked off her shoes an' jumped
into a bathln' suit she had, an' started. She was too beat out to speak at
fust, but soon's she could we hurried
to the p'lnt an' got a doctor. He
stayed with us all night an' dosed my
wife, an' the next day she was all
right ag'ln. But the doctor said if he'd
been two hours later, she'd a died,
e
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The Panama hat craze went through
the first frost In fairly good shape. It
will take snow to cure it.
Who will be the first society belle
come out with a rope of anthracito
nuggets around her neck?

to

That Wisconsin man who married a
deaf and dumb girl the other day probably had been married before.
Peace hath her victories no less renowned than war. One of the latest
Inventions 1b a Gatling plow.
It transpires that a toy trust has
been formed. Let the children have
U to play with they'll smash it.
Mascagnl says that the best music
la played by the hand organs. Many
would give the street piano first place.

h

Sir Thomas Upton may as well
take time by the forelock and start
his designer on plans for Shamrock
IV.

The attention of '.ne opponents of
football Is directed to the fact that a
girl has been killed while roller
skating.
Jim Jeffries is unable to find any
one who is willing to fight him; here
la a great chance for the sultan of
Bacolod.

The Irrigation congress at Colorado
Springs was a great success. The
president of the body spent $6,000 for
wet goods.
The educated ape Esau has become
He
istlll more "strangely human."
has begun to lose diamonds just like
other actors.
farmer killed two
LA Rochester
and wounded two others. What
a Sal he would have made for the Immortal Tracy.
An exchange says "a Chicago man
has just died while witnessing a Mexican bull fight." Broke a lung yelling
"lake," probably.

'.

',

Jt seems that President Castro of sure."
Venezuela was merely shamming in
"H'm!" said the new man, still Inorder to get the other fellowu to ven- credulously.
"How far was Jt, an'
ture within reach.
'Cedy?"

Evidently the law of gravitation is
working with its usual precision at
Paris, no matter how faulty the
mechanism of Parisian airships may
In Russia and in some
Germany candles are used
day for lighting trains and
la found by lovers or newly
couples.

parts ot
to this
no

'suit

married

A former typewriter lady Is now
making a big hit as a lion tamer In
Paris. The man who used to dictate
to her must be good and proud of
himself now.

ishment.
" 'Bridget,' I yelled, 'take away this
meat, and the next time you roast a
piece of beef in this house don't 'cook
It all day!'
"With this I got up from thaJshle
and went out, slamming the doorwfter

Swiss Glaciers.
Bird's Nest In a Hat.
fe Switzerland the studies of many
The manager of a coal wharf at
rears have determined the fact finally Hallsham was In a curious dilemma
that the glaciers are not only steadily recently. Arriving at his office one
receding, but that their rate of reces- morning ho hung his "bowler" on the
sion is bocomlng greater each year. usual peg. When lie camo out for
There are only a few glaciers that lunch ho found that a couple of starstill grow. The Voveye glacier In lings were well on with the construcCanton WbIIIb Is the only one that has tion of a habitation In the hat. He
Increased since 1892. The famous had' to choose between being a brute
Rhone glacier has receded almost 800 and paying for a new hat. Hu paid
up like a man. Pearson's Weekly.
yards since 1876.
A Shooting
-

Self-Love,-

once.

"There was nothing to do but hunt
the intelligence offices, question girls
and engage one. I went through a lot
of them, selected the best of the lot
and hired her, but she never appeared.
Then I went through the terrible work
a second time, with the same result.
The third girl I engaged appeal!, but
while waiting for me to get home the
servant next door told her what a
frightful temper I had, and she told
me when I came she had decided that
she did not want to stay.
"Meanwhile I had not sent a word to
my wife, hoping that my silence would
her. I resolved now to write
her that she was leaving work to me
that really belonged to her and that It
was her duty to come home and attend
to the servant matter herself. I was
surprised to receive a very kind note
in reply, saying that I was quite right
She was the proper person to engage a
glrl and she would gladly do so pro-vided the girl was not to be treated as
the last one had been treated. The
note ended very sympathetically.
"What I had to do In order to return
to comfort was to make a simple promise not to make an ass of myself again
and all would be well, but this was

A
Woman.
Mrs. Jessie De Jarnett of Moberly,
Mo., lives within six blocks of the
public square, but has not been "down
town" for seven years.
The good
woman's explanation is that she "has
domestic duties to attend to." Kan- sas City (Mo.) Journal.
Home-Keepin-

Believes in Coeducation.
Mme. Loubet, wife of the French
president, believes in coeducation. At
a recent meeting of a society
of
French mothers she brought down
on her head levere criticism In advo- -

eating American methods
girls.

The plan to put a portrait of the
angel Gabriel on the new Issue of Chi
eago's city bonds strikes the ordinary
person as leaning too much toward
an attempt to be prophetic about redemptions.
The political orator, to be an artistic as well as a business success,
should be more or less of a master
of phrast. and should therefore give
some attention to his syntax and not
train entirely for his wind. Judge.
Engineer Fox, who, stricken with
apoplexy, ran his train a mile to the
station at Sioux City, and died the
same night In a hospital, deserves a
monumeut rather than some of the
statesmen who are thus honoasjd at
random.
An Industrious New York contrac-

97,300 square
feet of sods cover 120,000 square feet
ol park surface In New York, according to cba'a'JS In court there. This

tor managed to make

must have been the "elastic, turf" ot
which the novelists tell.

In

training

Sermon One Hundred Years Old.
Rev. John Edward Herman, pastor
of the Congregational church of
N. H., read the sermoL on Sun- day which was preached 100 years ago
by Rev. Humphreys Moore at his tn- stallation as pastor of the church.
Mil-for-

"Four miles an' more, an' 'Cedy was
Jest fifteen an' a half at the time."
"Wall, why didn't they fly a signal?
Ye could see one four miles."

tide-race-

TAMING OF
SHREW

L

A?

well-know-

PHYSICIAN.
A SURPRISED
A dying patient recovers through
the Interposition of a humble German.
Chicago, Nov. 16.
, a very
Some weeks ago Dr. 0
physlr
reputable and widely-knowStreet, was ceilclan, living on C
ed to attend a very complicated case
of Rheumatism. Upon arriving! at the
house he found a man about forty
years of age. lying in a prostrated
and serious condition, with his whole
frame dangerously affected with the
painful disease. He prescribed for
The Word "Bible."
continued to
The word Bible furnishes a striking the patient, but theonman
Sunday
Instance of a world's rise from very grow worse, and be In a very evening
alarm
low to high estate. To the bulk of he was found to
The knees and elbows
English-speakinfolk It now means ing condition.
were greatly Inflamthe book of books. In Chaucer's day and larger Joints
was
It meant any book whatever, or scroll ed, and could not be moved. It
only with extreme difficulty that the
to speak by the card, leBt equivocain bed, with
tion undo us. Tracing the word Bible patient could be turned persons.
or
four
The
of
three
aid
the
straight home we find It as bubloo,
clothing was so painful
but another name for the papyrus reed weight of the
that means had to be adopted to keep
of Egypt.
it from the patient's body.
The doctor saw that his assistance
To Prevent Cruelty to Animals.
would be of no avail, and loft the
Commodore Elbrldge T. Gary has house, the members of the family
been
president of the So- following him to the door, weeping.
ciety for the Suppression of Cruelty Almost Immediately the grief stricken
to Children. .At the convention of the ones were addressed by an humble
American H imane Association In Al- German. He had heard of the despair
bany he recommended a convention of the family, and now asked them to
of humanitarians to perfect plans for try his remedy,
and accordingly
spreading religion and education and brought forth a bottle of St. Jacobs
securing the judicious application of OH. The poor wife applied this remlaws.
edy. The first application eased the
patient very much; after a few hours
Signs of a Mild Winter.
they used it again, and, wonder of
Signs of the times point to a mild wonders, the pain vanished entirely!
wluter. Wooden nutmegs are plenti-tu- l Every subsequent sppllcation improvIn Connecticut, New York squir- ed the patient, and In two days
he
rels are not storing winter supplies, was well and out. When the doctor
corn Is unusually plentiful called a few days after, he was In
in Illinois, goose bones presage a
deed surprised.
season in Iowa, and the festive
Lady (after singing a few rusty
groundhog
Is merrily
chasing his notes)
Don't you think my voice
nadow In Nebraska. Omaha Bee.
should be brought out? Manager No;
pushed back.
One of Millionaire Group.
Big Yield of Potatoes.
Thomas F. Ryan of New York, who
Last week we mentioned the fao
has given a new cathedral to cost
$250,000 to Richmond, Va , is one of a that our potatoes from near Romeo, in
group of multimillionaires who are the Sunny San Luis Valley, were net
Tha more we
identified with the great street rail- ting ub $70.00 per acre.
dig
better they yield, and we now
road systems and which Includes ex find the
that they will net us over iiuu.uo
Secretary Whitney, W. L. .Elklns ami per acre. And this, too, on land that
P. A. B. Widener.
never was cultivated before this year.
Let us write you all about our land.
Zeph. Chas. Felt, 102 Boston building,
What She Read.
Denvei. Colo.
"Why, Maude," te said, "I thought
you told me you sat up till nearly
Passenger Are we near Niagara
morning reading this magazine?' Falls? Conductor Yes; and as soon as
'Yes, I did," she answered. "But none those women stop talking you can
of the pages are cut?" "You don't hear the roar.
have to cut pages to read about cor
Cannot Be Cored
sets and baby food." Chicago Record- by local Deafness
applications, nr. they cannot reach the
Herald.
of
portion
the ear. There Is only one
fllaeaed
tray to cure deafness, and that Is by constiremedies.
Deafness is caused by an
tutional
Inflamed condition of the mucus liulng of the
Troubles of the Carver.
this tube Is inflamed
When
Tube
Eustachian
A genteel carver always sits when
ou have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hear-nhe carves, says a work on etiquette. f and when It Is entirely closed dcafneBB laresult, anil unless the Inflammation can be
Perhaps he does; but it is pretty cer the
taken out and this tube restored to its normal
hearing will be destroyed forever;
tain that there are times when he condition,
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
yearnfully yearns to put one foot on bine
which ig nothing but an Inflamed condition of
surfaces.
the tabje and the other on the bird theWemucus
will give One Hundred Dollars for any case
wnne struggling with the fowl.
pf Deafness (caused by CAtarrhl that cannot
red-eare-

win-terle-

g,

ProtDerltv In Kentucky.
The horse population In Kentucky
has now reached 500,000, and the corn
crop for this year will exceed $30,000
000 in value.
The average farm is
ninety-threacres, and but 2 per cent
or the farmers of the state are col
ored.
e

Evangelistic World Tour.
Rev. Edward S. Ufford, lately pastor
fit Willimanset, Mass., and author of
"Throw Out the Life Line" and other
hymns, has started on a tour around
the world, holding evangelistic ser
vices at various points as he goes.
Wisconsin Farm Lands.
The dairy products of Wisconsin
now rival In value all the animals
sold, each being worth about $27,000,
000 per annum. Little more than half
of the state is in farms. The aver
age area of a farm is 117 acres.
Monument

Prince.
feet Is the height of
rolossal monument to the late Prince
Henry of Orleans, which is to be
erected on Cape St. Jacques, at the
mouth of the Saigon river, French
Fifty-eigh-

t

Cochin China.

American Sculpture for Japan.
Mrs. Thomas Ruggles Kltson, the
Boston artist, Hbh just finished two
of Japanese artists, which
are to be cast In bronze and placed In
the Museum of Arts at Toklo.
s

Congratulations. Sarah,
Sarah (with delight)
Honestly? Politician What differ-nc- e
doe.B that make?

Politician

I've ben elected.

PUTNAM FADELESS

DYES do not

stain the hands or spot the kettle,
cept green and purple.

ex-

My girl

Reggie
Hps. Algy
bp against

has such lovely red
Oh, pshaw! I'll put mine
hers any day.

Diphtheria relieved in twenty minutes.
Almost miraculous. Dr. Thomas' Kolectrlo
At any drug store.

Some mtn know so much that their
knowledge gets In the way when they attempt to talk.
"Mild?" Wei!. I should say so Bax6c cigar. Smoke as many
ter'syouBullheadthey
like;
won't hurt you.
as
Pounding the dishrar for beefsteak may
be all right to fool the neighbors, but it
gives mighty poor satisfaction at the table.
FITS rerlDanentljrCured. ItofltK cr aervouineu sftot
Brit dsy't ui ol Dr. KlisVs (n,nt hoi vo koatorer.
.
trial ootllo sod IrootiM.
Seed lor Fit KF.
IVl K H. mim. l.ul a. l Area be. Pnilodolpbi. Pa.
One who doesn't know the value of
money rarely has anything of value.
When one gets hopping mad his reason
goes on a crutch.

Stops the Cough and
Works Off the Cold

Laxative Bruiuu Quiniue Tablets. Price 25c
If there is any time when a man teels
Uke a fool 11 Is when a stiff wind starts
him on a wild chase down the street for
his hat.
years of suffering relieved in a night.
Itching piles yield at once to the curative
properties of Doau's Ointiusut. Never fails,
t any drug store, 50 osuts.

Want Profanity Stopped.
newspapers In London are receiving and printing communications urging the police to take action to stop
A La's Animas county farmer saw in a
an advertisement of a Are escape
the use of profanity and other bad saper
Tor 12.00.
He sent the and received
language In public places.
the New Teitament. Hs
eoopy of claims
that he was swindled.
i-

Honor for Woman.
Th first woman to become a bachelor of divinity in the Congregational
church is Miss Florence A. Fensham,
dean of the American College of Girls

at Constantinople.
Too Many

If smoking Interferes with your work,
"quit working" and smoke Baxter's
cigar.
Bullhead
"But. father," replied the erring son.
"you know every young fellow has to
sow his wild oats." "Yes." answered his
father, "but you ought to know when you
nave a big enough crop in."

Step-Childre-

In the family"
"Five
have wrecked the marital bliss of Mr.
step-childre-n

and Mrs. M. K. Dixon of Coffeyvllle,
and a dlvorco suit Is pending in the

district court.

Lunacy on the Incrc.ue.
Since 1868 the number of lunatics
in Scotland has increased by 1C0 per
cent, while the population Increase
has been only 49 per cent.
Use of Bresd Not Universal.
Bread as a daily article of food Is
used by only about
of the
one-tbir- d

population of the earth.

.

tn

be cured by Hull's Caturrb Cure. Send tor
circulars, free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
Bold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills are the beau

Oil.

Se-vl-

The Staten Island maiden who sued
Cor (5,000 damages because a hairdresser turned her tresses the wrong
color, and only recovered $50, Is as
as ever.

Incident.

correspondent writes from
England"A friend of mine
was out shooting and shot an old
blackcock.
She towered to fifty yards
blgh and then fell on to a grouse
which must have been lying In the
me.
heather.
.
The grouse seemed quite
"I didn't go home till late, because stunned at first, and went round and
I wanted to give Kate time to think
round, flapping Its wings, and then
apparently none the
over what a terrible fellow 1 was and flew away,
make up her mind to smooth me down worse."
gently.
When I went up stairs, I
found that she had gone off into the
Paper Cannon.
guestroom to sleep, leaving me our
Krupp, the great German manufacbedroom to rave In as much as Puked. turer of cannon, has lately completed
Although I was disappointed that she a number of paper field pieces for the
Their
had not received me humbly afTer the use of the German infantry.
outbreak and endeavored to pacify me. caliber Is a little less than two
It was plain that she was afraid of me, inches, and the pieces are so light
and this was so much to the good. I that one soldier can easily carry one;
didn't sleep very well and the njxt but the resistance Is greater than that
morning went down to breakfast feel- of a field piece of steel of the same
ing much In need of a good cup of cof caliber.
fee. Entering the dining room, I was
American Architects Honored.
surprised to see no cloth on thetable.
American architects are asked by
What I did see was a note from Kate
saying that as the servant had depart- the municipality of Patras, Greece, to
ed bag and baggage the day before enter a contest for the furnishing of
there would, be no meals servedfin the plans for a church to cost $250,000,
house for flu present. She (Katl) had which will take the place of the presgone to her mother's for breakfast, ent Church of St. Andrew. The
prizes are $2,000, $800 and $400. The
and I could get mine where I liked.
"The result of the first move was general character of the architecture
not quite satisfactory. I didn't seem to must be Byzantine.
have terrific i my wife, and I had been
the means of losing a very goed serThe First American Sermon.
vant. The truth is that I didn't have
In the library of the late Dr. Claudthe heart to go any further. Neverthe- ius B. Webster of Concord, N. H., has
less, after I had got a miserable cup been found a copy of the first sermon
of coffee at a restaurant (I didn't dare preached In New England by Robert
to come here for fear of having to an- Cushman.
The subject was "The Sin
"
swer questions), I went back home and Danger of
and It was
and, sitting at my wife's writing desk, delivered at Plymouth', Mass., on Dewrote her a note directing her to re- cember 12. 1621.
turn to the house, find a servant and
behave herself. I sent it by a messenOcean Record Lowered.
ger, directing that the answer be
Steaming the 3,000 miles between
brought to me at the office. I was Cherbourg and New York in 5 days 11
afraid I wouldn't get an answer, but hours 67 minutes the North German
I did. My wife lnformea me ttfat as I Lloyd liner Kronprlnz Wilhelm has
had been the cause of the (servant beaten by eight minutes the record for
leaving she would expect me to secure the same passage made last year by
another, when she would go home at the Hamburg-Americaliner Deutsch-land- .
A

There's Time Yet.
Out In the wild west scientific ex- nlnrpra hftvo rtlsenvr.r,.,! fnaalln f a
number of three.toed norgeg Ag
t
I
surrender and
assumed that it no remanB of prehistoric automobiles
meant living unaer suojecuon ror tne nave been found, but they may yet be
"1 rest of my life. However, it was the unearthed. Buffalo Courier.
"From the rips?" scornfully.
1
guess ye don't now how spray flies only thing to do, and when I did it
handsomely, adding that I
'round thar when the sea's choppy. We apologized the experiment
The Test of Friendah'ip.
of living
couldn't have seed a signal ten foot had triedher,
Few are wide minded enough to
but had found she was
without
square."
not only necessary to run the house, feel a friendship quite untouched and
His shoulders once more sloped over
unimpaired when their friend takes
It was desolate without
Into equal Intimacy a third perBon for
the barrel, and for some time he but"I got no reply to the note, her.
but
when
worked on in silence. Then the new I
home at dinner time my wife whom they themselves entertain aver
went
man said
apologetically: "Where's met me at the door, threw
contempt
her arms sion or
'Cedy now?"
me
made
me
and
happy
as a
"Boston," shortly, "studyln' like a about
Alleged Murderer Signs Will.
king. The servant I had abused was
.
An' I wouldn't wonder," cooking a
Watson, a miner,
Samuel
dinner,
the house was In
and
with a trace of amazement In his perfect order. Kate has since given m an Australian court on a arraigned
charge of
voice, "if she made 'most as much of
murder, was allowed to sign his will
me my way all I have wanted. "
herself as my two big girls, Lizy an'
"It's my opinion about women," add- while in the prisoner's dock
just
Sue, who are workers, for all she's so ed Peter, "that to have your own way before being committed for and
trial.
H.
in
Sweet,
dlf'runt." Frank
Ladies' with them you've first got to make a
World.
complete surrender. Then you can do
Despite Railways.
what you like. I don't believe that
Ihe multiplication of railways hau
Petrucio story had any foundation In not diminished the number of postal
fact whatever." Portland Transcript stages in Germany. On the contrary
s
the number of stage drivers rose from
Cooking Steaks and Chop;.
5,176 In 1896 to 6,344 In 1900.
In the course of an Instructive lecture on the cooking of meats, Mrs.
Sheep Carcasses Washed Ashore.
Sanborn, a
teacher of doHundreds of carcasses of sheep are
mestic science, said: A steak an inch now being washed up on the
French
should be broiled five to six min- coast near CalalB. They
thick
are believed
"I'm afraid," said my friend Peter utes; one and a half to two Inches,
to be part of a jettisoned cargo of New
Bliss, "that the girl I'm going to marry eight to ten minutes. Properly
broiled Zealand mutton.
Is a shrew."
is puffy from the expansion into
steak
"You are Pete, and she Is Katherine. steam of the imprisoned
moisture, and
Why not try Petruclo's plan?"
A Fortunate City.
should be well browned on the out"Who was Petruclo?"
uerneiey, near sau
ranclsco, a
side, and juicy and red without being
"A character in Shakespeare's play purplish. A
town of 20,000 Inhabitants, which U
steak
less
un
than
inch
of the 'Taming of the Shrew.' He prethick can never be made juicy; it the seat of the University of Caiifor
tended to be fiercer than his wife loBes too much
water by evaporation nla, contains no public houses and has
Katherine and In this way brought her and the Inside Is dry before
the out- no policemen.
under subjection."
side Is brown. Always have a hot
"That's not a bad Idea."
Largest Square in London
platter to serve your steak on as soon
The next time I saw Peter Bliss as It Is cooked.
Eaton square Is the lavgost square
In London.
iras at the club. His wife was in the
Its area Is 607,000 square
Lamb and mutton chops
country, and he was living a bachelor's like beefsteak, allowing aretocooked teet TnU ,B noarly
greater
six
eight
life. I went up to him and offered my minutes, according to thickness.
A than Lincoln Inn Field.
hand, which he took very coolly.
mutton chop may be a little red In the
"What's the mUer, old man?"
Tabloids of Liquor.
middle, but lamb chops should be well
'What dk1 you put me on to that cooked. Pan broiling may be done
Tabloids containing splrltiouB liquors
Petruclo business for?"
successfully if a cast-iropan Is used are now being offered for sale by an
"Didn't it work?"
and It is allowed to become almost red enterprising Berlin druggist.
"Oh, yes, I worked, but In a dlffsr-sn- t hot before putting in the meat.
way fron the play."
Mohammedans
Olsliks Silk.
I lighted a cigar and sat down by
To the Ills that flesh Is heir to the
Silk Is considered unclean by the
average woman adds the Ills auw Mohammedan- - because It Is the prod
him.
"We had
uct of a worm.
married a week," he never baa,

how old is

If the Mad Mullah of Somaliland
does this sort of thing with any frequency the Engiiau will begin to think
le has Boer blood In his veins.

said, "and returned from our weddlni
trip. I got down that play you told
me about and read It. The first thing,
that Petruclo did to show his spunk
was to complain at dinner that the
meat was not properly cooked" and
send It away. I suppose this was to
starve his wife into subjection. Well,
I concluded
to try the same scheme.
At our first meal I flourished the carving knife and cried out that the meat
was burned to a crisp and not lit to
cat Kate sat looking at me in aston-

Fossils Found in England.
Two roots and the trunk of a fossil
tree have just been unearthed at Bradford, Entrland.

sViU

Month
on
Everything
You Buy

That's the amount you can save

by

trad-lu- g

with us regularly. Scud leu In coin
eatalogt'S. 1ft
or stamps for our
oontulns Quotations on everything you
use In life. Write TODAY.
MONTGOMERY WARD A OO.
8
Ohleasjo

Kettle Out of a Farthing.
University of Montana.
Birmingham, England, workman
A woman's hall Is being erected f t
has produced a novelty In the shape of the cost of about $36,000 by the Unia kettle made out of a farthing. He versity of Montana. It will accommohammered the bronze coin until ho date seventy students end will be
had obtained a very thin sheet of ready for use about Jan. 1, 1903. The
metal, from which he fashioned a com- portion of Science hall recently deplete and workable kettle, with a stroyed by fire has been rebuilt, with
swing handle, removable Hd, and water additional space for a school of phartight body. He can boil water in the macy, not yet organized. The foundaminiature utensil and pour It out tion has blso been laid for a gymnathrough the suout.
sium, to cost $10,000.

Tired

A

"I was about to suggest, Mr. Crane,
"
that
"That reminds me of a little Interchange of courtesies which took place
between Barry Hullivan, the great
English actor, and Manager Buckley
of the Baldwin theater, San Francisco,
on the opening of that house by Sullivan's company. I was member of
the company and was ptandlng on the
stage the afternoon before the opening, when the dialogue between the
two occurred. Buckley was a pompous and conceited mat,, and Sullivan
took a great dislike to him from the
start.
" 'This,'
looking
said Buckley,
around the beautiful house and speaking In a moEt patronizing manner,
'this is the third theater I have
opened.'
" 'Then he stopped and looked
Sullivan to. see what effect the

and put him Into light opera, where
he has been ever since."

"Well, here's a letter from an Iowa
man who would like to know It I
shouldn't love to be playing Shakespeare's 'Two Dromlos' again with
Stuart Robson. I should think not
Why, all the time that I was on the
stage I was bound foot, hand and
tongue.
If Robson had a cold in his
head I had to have a told In mine. If
Robson had a felon on his little finger
of his right hand It was necessary for
me to rig up one. If he got the rheumatism and had to wrap up his knee
Ul a red flannel bandage I bad to do
the same. It was dreadful. I had to
think of Robson's rheumatism, of
Shakespeare, and of a hundred other
things all the time. Sometimes
I'd
at get all made up and ready to go. Then
I'd drop Into Rob's room for a minute
anr.nd observe that he had put a little
more red paint than usual on his
cheeks and nose. Tnen I had to hurry
back and do the same thing. It was

Have Conquered Kltchsner.
It la said of Lord Kitchener that
lionizing,
three months of social
country-housvisiting an
fulsome
adulteration from English society have
marked a baneful transformation In
this erstwhile stoic. He has lost
much of his sternness, has stopped
refusing invitations for teas, dinners
and luncheons and, Indeed, has surInrendered completely to social
fluences.
e

-

a dreadful experience."

"Yes, Harum seems to be doing fine
this year. Some of the critics
say it is likely to be a second 'Rip Van
I shouldn't object to
Winkle.'
that.
But I have produced more new plays
than any actor now on the stage. Getting a good play is harder every year.
Some time ago a well known dramatist read me a scenario that told a
beautiful story. It was just what I
wanted. I accepted It and ordered the
play, paying him $2,500 as advance
money.
A month later he brought
roe around the first act to read. It
was based on an entirely different
scenario, and I told him so.
" 'Why, this isn't on the lines of the
scenario you showed me,' I said.
" 'No, I know it,' he said, 'but It's a
great deal better.'
"I didn't like it at all. A week later
he called again. This time he wanted
to borrow $50. I let him have It, of
course, and he left a receipt for it.
This Is the way the receipt read, as
I discovered
after he had left:
" 'Received of W. H. Crane $50, to
be repaid out of the first royalties
received on the play I am writing for
him.'
"That's the last I have ever heard
liom him. I suppose he simply needed the $2,500 In hts business.
Mr. Crane's dresser handed him a
realistic rubber1 mole, which he proly again

He Renews His Thanks.
noUncement would have on him. But
Sullivan looked him straight in the
eyes.
"'Indeed, sir," said Sullivan, 'and
how many have you closed?'
"Mr. Crane will you "
"Tell you about 'Jimmy' Powers?
V'hy, I called on 'Jimmy' one after
noon and asked him to go over town
with me to a rehearsal or something.
" 'Can't,' said 'Jimmy.' 'I'm Borry,
but I've got to take a singing lesson

this afternoon.'
" 'What with, Jimmy?' I asked, e.nd
he didn't speak to me for six months."
"
"Now, Mr. Crane, about
"Well, In the old days of the Hooley
Btock company,

of which I was a mem
ber; there was a young actor came
along whose stage name was William
H. Wilding.
He had a good eommer
clal training before he started In with
us to become an ator, and sometimes
He
he used to ask mo for advice.
played the court clerk In the trial
scene in the 'Merchant of Venice,
and that sorte of small parts. I told
klm often I thought him foolish to
give up business, in which he had a
rtaitj thing
lair start, for such an n
as the career of an actor.
vm
" 'To be frank with you," I sa
to
him one night, 'I don't think you are
fitted to become a great actor. You
seem to lack the dramatic Instinct
and without It you won't go far. My
candid advice to yci is to go back
into business and stick to It.'
'The next day Wilding went out and
hustled for a Job In a Btore. He got a
clerkship which paid him $15 a week
He had been getting $25 in the stock
company, but he gave that up at
once and went into vulvar trade
When be left the stage l.e gave up
also his stage name of William
H
Wilding and took his own name of
John K. Mockett.
"The other day I stopped over In
Toledo, O., for a few hours, and went
up to call on Mockett. He is now the
owner of the largest and most sue
cessful clothing and furnishing store
In Toledo, and one of the largest in
the Btate. The name of Mockett is
well known in trade circles.
And
whenever I see the man I put out of
the theatrical business he renewB bis
thanks for my part in the change
which he has never regretted since

he made

it"

"
"Mr. Crane, David
"That was the man I helped to get
cut of the show
Prank
Francis Wilson Is one whom I ad
vised to stick to it and to 'leave black
face for something more legitimate.

Into

Rob's

Dressing

Room

For a Minute.
When I first met Wilson he was play
lng in a black face sketch called
'WaBh Day,' with his partner, the
firm being Cronln & Wilson.
But
even then Prank Wilson was an energetic and ambitious man. In his
leisure time when most actors would
have been Idling, or worse, he was
studying Prench, German and tbe law.
He and I had a good many talks, and
I advised bim to try legitimate comedy
parts. So he gave up $75 a week
y and took a posiin negro mlnstl
tion with the Chaatnut Street theater,
n Philadelphia, to pJay second comedy ?urts iu tne stock compauy at
$26 a week. Then MeCall came Mong

Wonder.
Mhe

most marvelous
specimen of needlework la the world. It Is a tapestry

measuring twenty-sevefeet In length
and thirteen feet six Inches in width.
The groundwork Is silk and It Is superbly embroidered with figures
the history of America from the
landing of Columbus until 1892. A
Polls.1! artist was engaged six years on
the work.
teM-in-

g

Crown Prince Not to Marry.
London Truth says there is not a
particle of foundation for the report
that the German Crown Prince will
shortly be betrothed to Princess Alice
of Albany, and adds that the Crown
Prince Is not yet 20, and there Is not
likely to be any serious idea of his
marriage for several years to come,
as the succession to the Prussian
throne is now well provided for.

Pleasant Alternative.
amusing story is told of a man
to death recently in
condemned
France who was asked, according to
custom, what he would prefer for his
last meal. He chose mussels, which,
though his favorite dish, alwayB, he
said, caused him a terrible indiges
tion. "This tlmt however," he added
grimly, "they will not have the
chance."

Women's Fascinations.
The old saying about sweet sixteen
Is exploded by the Jtruer knowledge
that the highest beauty does not dwell
la Immaturity, for beauty does not
mean alone the fashion of form and
coloring, as found in a waxen doll. A
woman's best and richest years are
to forty. No woman
lrom twenty-siis passe at an earlier day.

Shrewd Sultan.
The sultan's announcement that his
autobiography, detailing all the intrigues of Christian statesmen to gain
the support of Mohammedan Turkey,
will not be published until after his
death Is probably his oriental way of
insuring his life. Some secrets are
dangerous and some foreign officers
have a long hand and few scruples.

Find Cavf at Gibraltar.
most Interesting discovery was
made lately on the eastern side of Gibraltar rock, a cave which, from Its
dimensions, bids fair to rive' the celebrated St. Michael's cave, having been
disclosed during the progress of blasting operations at the quarry boneath
the Monkeys Alameda.

Had Floured on It.
"Auntie," said the judge to the battered lady of color, "did your husband
strike you with malice aforethought?"
" 'Deed he didn't, Jedge," was the Indignant reply. "He didn't hit me wld
dat mallet afore he thought; he'd been
hggertn' on dat er long time, jedge,
deed he had." Baltimore News.

Honesty Triumphant.
"There isn't any such thing as hon
est legislation in this country," complained the pessimist." "Oh, I don't
know," replied the legislator. "I was
promised $500 if I helped pass a cer
tain bill, and I did It and got all that
was
promised
me." Philadelphia

Press.

Will Show Dietary Conditions.
Prof. Wood of the department of
agriculture experiment station, who for
tbe past several months has been Investigating the dietary conditions of
tbe men of the Michigan and Wisconsin lumber camps, will shortly pub-l.sa bulletin giving the results of
his reseaich.

That Incident In Eden.
"I suppose you regard Eve as to
blame for tempting Adam to eat the
apple?" "Not at all," answered Miss
Cayenne.
"Eve was too generous to
wp.nt the apple all for heiself, and
Adam was not gentleman enough to
let her have It." Washington Star.

Still Honor Wu Ting-Fan1b to be the guest of
Wu Ting-FanRawlins post. G. A. R.. at Minneapolis,
In December.
Gov. Van Sant of Minnesota will preside over a banquet to
be giyen In Wu's honor, after which
the Chinese diplomat will make an address In tbe opera house.

Morley Finds Task Hard.
Morley Is reported to have
found the sorting and arrangement of
Gladstone's papers an even heavier
tank than be had anticipated, and
there la apparently no certainty as to
the period of publication of the blog

Iron and Steel Statistics.
The manufacture of iron and steel
stands second of the nation's leading
Industries, with an aggregate prot-uc- t
More than half the
of $335,759,034.
are proentire values, $434,445,250,
duced In tbe single state of Pennsyl-

A
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A nervous, irritable mother, often on the verge of hysterics, is
unfit to care for children ; it nuns a child's disposition and reacta
upon herself.
The trouble between children and their mother
too often is due to the fact that the mother has some female
weakness, and she is entirely unfit to bear the strain upon her nerves
that governing a child involves ; it is impossible for her to do anything
calmiy. She cannot help it, as her condition is due to Buffering and
shattered nerves caused by some derangement of the uterine system
with backache, headache, and all kinds of pain, and she is on the verge

of nervous prostration.
When a mother finds that she cannot be calm and quiet with her
children, she may bo sure that her condition needs attention, and she cannot do better than to take Lydia E. I 'ink ham's Vegetable Compound.
This medicine will build up her system, strengthen her nerves, and
enable her to calmly handle a disobedient child without a scene. The
children will soon realize the difference, and seeing their mother quiet,
will themselves become quiet.

Mrs. May Brown, of Chicago, HI., says:

" Dkar Mhs. Pinkham : 'Honor to whom
honor is due,' r.nd you deserve both the thanks
and honor oi the mot hers of America whom you

nave so Dlersenly helped and benefited. 1 nave
used Lvliu K. INiiklium's Veiretiible Com
pound when I would feel
nervous
and irritable, or have anv of the aches and nains
which but few women escape, and I have found
that it relieved me at once and gave me new
strength. Several ladies, members of our Literary Union, speak in the highest praise of your
Vegetable Compound, as they have been cured
from serious female troubles. One lady,
who thought she must submit to an operation, was cured without using anything in
t he world but Lydia I '.. I ' i : Miaiii's Vegerun-dow-

h
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"This is the Third

Theater I Have
Opened."
ceeded to paste on to the grizzled
nnd wrinkled cheek of David Harum.
'The last boy I bad is In state's
prison now. Stole $1,800 and ran
away. But that didn't hurt so much
It
as what I found out afterward.
seems that the boy had been spending my money and my clothes and
raising merry Cain in half the towns
we visited.
" 'Aren't you afraid that Crane'U
find you out?'' some one asked him.
' 'No,'
he said. 'You can't fool Mrs.
Crane. But Crane why Crane's easy.'
"And that really did hurt." H. M.
H., in Chicago 1"rlbune.
Statue Had Sat Down.
It Is related of a rural Scotchman
who was visiting Glasgow that he was
shown among other things the statue
of Sir John Moore, which is an erect
figure.
He brought another country
visitor soon afterward to see the
statue, but not being topographically
posted, arrived at the statue of James
Watt, which Is In a sitting attitude.
Peeling somewhat puzzled as to the
Identity of what was before him with
what he recollected to have seen, he
at length disposed of the difficulty by
exclaiming:
"Odd,
man!
He sat
tiown since I saw him laat."
Where Everything Is Holy.
recent traveler in Africa writes
of the native town of Sheik Husetn:
"Everything In and near Sheik Husein
is holy and belongs to the dead sheik.
It is not permitted to cut wood near
the town, no cattle are sold and we
were asked not to shoot birds. One
of my Somal having caught two bats
with a butterfly net in the holy tomb
large assembly was held and the
poor fellow and myself were cursed
by the imam until I gave him some
dollars to appease the wrath of the
dead sheik."

Royalty's Many Names.
Should the king of Portugal visit a
hotel In tbe ordinary way, accompanied by his two sons and younger
brother, his secretary would have
quite a job registering the party. His
majesty has thirteen names, his elder
son has seventeen, the lattex's brother
has thirteen, and the klnf'f brother
twenty-two- .

vania.

Much Brotherly tove.
have proposed to at least four
Philadelphia girls in iry life and each
of them has said she would be a sister
to me. She That accounts for their
calling Philadelphia the "City of
Brotherly Love." Yonkers Statesman.

More Than a Check.
She Did your father give you a
check when you told him you wanted
to go on the excursion we were talking about?
He A check!
He gave
tue a full stop. He declined to give
me a dollar. Boston Transcript.

Not Unnatural Discovery.
special cable dispatch announces
that In Pompeii the first envelope ever
made was recently dug out of the
It was found in the pocl:ets
ruins.
ct a male mummy, and was addressed
in a woman's handwriting.

German Gunners Do Well.
The gunners of the German warship
Kaiser Predrich III. have made a new
record for accuracy of fire. With a
centimeter gun they fired eight
shots a minute at a moving target, al
of which were hits.
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you honor.

You have hosts of friends in Chicago, and
if you came to visit our cltv we would delight to do
Gratefully yours, Mbs. Mai Ilnowit, 57 Grant Place, Chicago, I1L

How Mrs. Pinkham Helped Mrs. McK.nny.
" Dkar Mm. Pinkham : I feel it ray duty to write nnd let you know the
good you and your Vegetable Compound are doinjr. 1 had been siek ever since
my first baby was born, and at the birth of my second, my doctor, as well aa
myself thought I should never live through it. After that menstruation never
I also had womb and
came regular, and when it came I suffered terribly.
ovarian trouble. A friend of my husband's advised him to get Lydia E.
Plnkhaiu's Vegetable Compound for me. At first I had no faith in it,
but now nothing could induce me to be without It. Menstruation has become
to sufferregular, and I feel like a new woman. Your medicine is a
ing women. I hope this letter will lead others to try Lydla E. Plnklian's
Vegetable Compound. Yours truly, Mrs. Mii.dukp McKikny, 28 Pearl
St., San Francisco, Cal." (March 16, 1901).
God-sen-

Both Cheap and Plentiful.
"Everything is getting dearer," axil
the apprehensive citizen.
"No," answered the roan who has been reading about how to circumvent the
.rusts, "advice is as cheap as ever."
Washington Star.

London Paper Seized In Turkey.
Orders have been given at Constantinople for tbe seizure of all copies of
the London Daily Mail for September
11, which contain a reproduction of a
Parisian caricature of the Sultan.

Keep It Dark.
Commodore Vauderbilt, the first of
the Vauderbilt family and founds
of its fortune, used to say this: "Never 'tell anybody what you are going to
do till you do It." Leslie's Weekly.

Preacher Must Take Vacation.
The physicians of Dr. Joseph Park
er, pastor of the Cltv Temple, Lon
don, have ordered his entire absten
tlon from work for six raontliB and bis
departure to a warm climate.

Dr. Parker's Health Failing.
The physicians of Dr. Joseph Parker, pastor of the City Temple, London, have ordered his entire abstention from work for six months and his
departure to a warm climate.

Famous Old School Sold.
The famous old grammar school at
Lichfield, which has the names of Ad
dlson, Johnson and Garrick on its long
roll of distinguished scholars, has
beeu sold at auction.

To Rebuild Venetian Campanile.
The National Arts Club, of New
York, repeats its invitation to all persons Interested to join in its contribution toward the rebuilding of the
Venetian Campanile.

The Weightiest Jurist.
Judge Charles C. Jones of Monte
cuma. N. Y., is probably the most pon
derous jurist in the United States. H
Is 6 feet 1 Inch In height and weighs
416 pounds.

Comes to America to Learn.
H. A. Yorke, chief inspecting
officer of English railways, is on a
visit to this country for the purpose of
learning how tbe great systems he.-- e
are managed.

Vandalism of the Age.
Tooting hall, tbe houso in which De
Foe is said to have written "Robinson Crusoe," Is shortly to come under
the auctioneer's hammer.

Large Snake Killed in England.
Inches was the length
and 6 pounds 5 ounces the weight of
a grass snake which has been killed
at Wisbech, England.

Extra Tax on Prisoners.
Prisoners when arrested in Morocco are required to pay the policeman
for his trouble In taking them to Jail

Income of Suez Canal.
The Income of the Suez canal last
yea,r waa $19,450,000, being dues from
3,699 vessels which passed through It

FREE MEDICAL ADVICE TO WOMEN.
If there Is anything in your case about which you would Hke
special advice, write freely to Mrs. IMiiklmm.
Address is Lynn,
.Mass. Her advice is iree, ana ner auvice is always iicipim.
if we cannot forthwith produce the original letters anil signature
UicU will prove their absolute genuineness
bsbbs
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An Idea In Acoustics.

architects placed earthen
jugs In the theater walls to Increase
the resonance.
Roman

RIFLES

repeat. They don': Jam, catch, or fail to extract.
In a word, they are the only reliable repeaters.!
Winchester rifles are made in all desirable
calibers, weights and styles ; and are plain,
partially or elaborately ornamented, suiting every
purpose, every pocketbook, and every taste.

AMMUNITION

WINCHESTER

made for all kinds of shooting in all kinds of guns.
nsme snd address on a Postal
CO C Send
(orour
Illustrated Catalog.

mtt

e

ARMS CO.. NEW HAVEN,

REPEATING

WINCHESTER

catml H

Outdoor Sports

California
May be Indulged In the year
golf, tennis, automobil-ing- ,
round
sailing, kodaking, fishing.
No cold weather.
Take the luxurious CALIFORNIA LIMITED, Denver to Los
Angeles and San Francisco.
You will enjoy tbe dining-ca- r
service. Why freeze at home?
The California tour described in
our books; mailed for 10
cents In stamps.
Address J. P. Hall, Qen. Agent
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway, Denver.

SANTA FE
NO PAY

0V UK
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Test Almost Infallible.
The charce of two fluger prints be
ing alike is not one la sixty-fou- r
billions.

d

n

Willing to Do His Best.
Of course, I might let you
off, Casey, if you had an alibi. Casey
Shure, yer honor, Oi haven't wan
about me, but here's the lasth quarter
ye. Philadelphia
tlmpt
if that'll
Evening Bulletin.
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SOB ROSA.
A man thinks he knows, but a
Woman knows better.
No Image maker worships the gods;
be knows of what they are made.
It Is surprising how easy it
to get something one doesn't
Men with high Tolces always think
that basBo singing is their special

hm
tut

forte.

When you feel like finding fanlt
with some one practloe 00 yourself
charity heglns at home.
If men must flirt let them play
with the affections of a coquette
rather than a wall flower.
How many courtships hare ended
In marriage that have begun with
game of pinochle or crlbbage?
It Is the widower or bachelor of 35
who cordially appreciates the woman
who studies the comforts of home.
A man Is never so awakened to the
charms of a woman as when other men
are showing their appreciation of her.
80 few women realize the vital difference between being a part of a
man's happiness and merely a part of
his pleasure.
When a man starts to teach a girl
'"tlher of these pastimes, conversation
r them is not longer necessary. Dr.
Cupid has seen to that.
Women haven't learned the wisdom
of giving their husbands a smoking
room all their own when they do,
there will be fewer lonely wlvea and
divorces.
ALL 8ORT8.
Most women-haterare
In department stores.
There are few faces that can afford
rot to smile occasionally.
Kquallty is a pipe dream.
f
costumes have had their day.
it Is astonishing how far a few feml-xtltears will go with a man.
The man who pushes the grass cut-to- r
is one kind of a lawn party.
Any young man who Is In love likes
to say good night the next morning.
Some people's lack of sense Is more
conspicuous than their lack of dollars.
A. man may gush over a woman, or
lc versa, but the gushing la seldom
s

floor-walker- s

Fig-lea-

mutual.

Some men spend half their lives In
making a reputation and the other
half in trying to live it down.
It sometimes happens that a mar-sleman dislikes to vlBit people who
try to make him feel at home.
When a man marries a grass widow
don't present him with a lawn mower
M you would retain his friendship.
If the average man could only sell
the advice he gives away It would
keep him busy looking after his Income.
A tramp can'

understand why the
Eabbath is callio a day of rest; he
can't rest any more on Sunday than

on

weekdays.

Latest Jewelry Fad.
r5
The sole outstanding novelty In fashionable fall and winter jewelry Is
detachable, plain gold underwear buttons. These are put up In sets of four,
six, etc., and can be had In varying
sizes and weights. A thoroughly servused with verj good effect. Charmiceable set of six can be obtained for ing wall papers
are to the fore in
be$30, and this size gives evidence of
gray and white stripes, crossed with
ing the most popular.
a green vine. Furniture painted a
The buttons are oblong, or round, on soft French gray Is alBo very
pretty
the outer sldeB, and the reverse ends and Is now to be bad. With such a
are molded to fit the curves of the wool covering, such
furniture shim-merbody. The man of luxurious tastes and
gray hangings at the windows,
ample means need no longer suffer
and a finishing touch
white wood-worfrom the distress occasioned by the of a little green or yellow
in the curdeadly animosity of laundresses to
tain linings and chair cushions the
buttons of all kinds.
effects of a room so furnished Is unexceptionable.
Hints for Christmas.
Here are directions for articles
New Theater Waist Model.
which would be good for a fair or as
Blouse of figured silk tucked crossChristmas gifts:
wise anu trimmed around the low
Oct a strip of cardboard which Is
used to mount pictures on and cut it
y

k

in pieces by inches. Then buy some
of the pictures which come two for a
cent, and paste them on evenly. Then
punch a hole In the corners of the
cardboard and run baby ribbon
through to hang them up. Some good
pictures to use are the poets and their
homes.
Save the names of your pictures
when you cut them and paste them
on the back of the cardboard. If you
use gray cardboard, pink or blue ribbon would look good. If the cardboard
Is dark green, red ribbon looks good.
Do not use mere than six pictures to
a pauel.
Another pretty article is made by
pasting a pretty picture on a cardboard having half an inch margin all
around. Then ruffle a strip of crepe
paper about an inch wide and paste
round the picture. Put a bow at each
corner of the picture and fasten a
piece of cardboard at the back so that
it will stand up.
This Is also pretty if ribbon Is used
to hang It up.
Oet two briarwood pipes. Make a
little cushloi for the bowl of each
pipe, taking a small piece of ribbon
or silk, lining with curled hair or cotton. Tie the pipes together with ribbon, and fill the cushions with pins.
This is to hang by the side of the
bureau or dressing table.
The Use of Gray.
Gray has been a
color In home furnishings of late
years because of its aptness in giving
rather cold or "drah" effects. This Is
redlvlvus in the favor of artistic decorations just now and is being much
much-neglecte-

Become annoylngly precise n their
Method of doing things.
Annoy men by injecting too much
ajush Into their conversation.
8tand in their own light by an assumption of dignified reserve.
Take on fads which show nothing
In the way of tangible results.
Make requests In a tone that takes
on the appearance of a command.
Indulge In whining to an extent
that causes them to be regarded as
bores.
Think nothing of taking little things
which are not their own under the
souvenir plea.
Fall Into the habit of growing enthusiastic over the most commonplace occurrences.
Like to tell their best friends how
they openly made fun of another
woman's garments.
Acquire the habit of conversing in
an undertone In a way to create the
Impression of whispering.

woman

Never since the
appeared on the scene a dozen years
ago, have the coats, Jackets, skirts and
as those
suits been as handsome
shown this autumn.
Perhaps the long lines are responThat is the
sible for their beauty.
chief feature of the frocks and gowns
that are to prevail In the world of
Even
fashion the coming season.
where the skirt Is broken by double
circular flounces the jong, graceful
effect Is still sought after and must
obtained to give the costume the
proper style.
While In former seasons It was the
plain cloths that were trimmed with
silks, braids and fur, this year the
tailors are putting trimmings of every
description on their creations, composed ot the mixed tweeds and cheviots.
So much will be used this winter that
all of the handsomest suits for cither
walking, shopping or visiting wil' be
trimmed with vjmc one of the popular furs.
Especially graceful was a gray costume that was recently sent home
from the workshop of one of the best
e

Jdeas

from Paris

neck with a beautiful embroidery. The
upper part of the sleeve is tucked
crosswise and trimmed with the embroidery. The kvver part forms a
plain pMff which is gathered into a
.
cuff of the embroidery. Chic
Parl-sien-

Worn by a Poetess.
Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, the venerable author of "The Battle Hymn of
the Republic," attended a recent Newport wedding In a gown eminently
suitable for her years and in curious
contrast to that seen on many women
of her age. It was a soft veiling In a
clear, medium shade of heliotrope.
The skirt was perfectly plain, and
hung Btralgbt, with little goring or
TAILO'R-MA.V-

E

tailors.

The dress was of a mixed
and a distinction was given it
Ly the black fur that set it off.
The skirt was long and narrow at
the hips, with the full, flowing train.
The front breadth was plain and
reached from the waist line to the
ground. On either side of It began the
tbln circular flounce that made the
Where these began
skirt handsome.
were narrow bands of broadtail. In
the wnis the same effect was carried
out by the "ound collar, while between
the fur bands was a fall of white chiffon that formed a vest.
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A question settled by force rather
comes up for re-

than reason always

settlement.
There probably never was a time
when all men were satisfied with
share.

"The laborer Is worthy of his hire,"
but unfortunately worthiness is not
always a winner.
In the endless race for wealth men
are too prone to forget the ordinary
claims of humanity.
It Is always better to concede
something than to Insist on a demand
that is both just and merciless.
It Is when one man asks for justice
and the other demands the lion's
share that the road to honest and
honorable adjustment Is blocked.
GIRL8,

three-cornere- d
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BITS OF WISDOM.

their

cry
they
"Enchanting!"
there
"Grand!" "Palatial!" "Purtiest thing
I ever saw!" "Finest
thing In the
world!" "Ain't it splendid!" etc. Mr.
Daniels has reason for the new elasticity In his step. "On the Tip of ths
Tongue" In the New York Press.

PLEA8E DON'T

Openly declare your diBllke for the
Iromen race In general.
Boast of your social status for the
edification of bystanders.

those little Indiscreet things
which cause men to smile.
Imagine that every man who looks
at you intends to be rude.
Arrange your hair In a fashion to
make you resemble a wild Indian.
Pore your friends by constantly
chattering about your men callers.
Qo Into testacies over every Uttie
spun by your men acquaintances.
Copy poetry and then attempt to
palm It oft as the products of your
brain.

ALMOST A
Case No 49,763
1J07 Strand street,
who Is proprietor of

1

HANDSOME
tailor-mad-

MODERN WOMEN.

MIRACLE.
Mrs. M. lsted, ot
Galveston, Tex.,
a boarding house
JOKE8 AND JESTS, ORIGINAL AND at that address, numbering among
SELECTED.
her boarders a dozen medical students, says: "I caught cold during the
Her Choice for c Birthday Present flood of September, 1900, and It setmy kldnev
Despite the fact
Filled
Both Requirements
How tled In
that 1 tried all kinds of medicines and
Cruel, Thoughtless Wife Drove Hut
was under the care of p.iysiclans, the
band from Her.
excruciating twinges and dull aching
across ths small of my back refused
flaring, and touched all around. The
to leave, and trouble with the kidney
She Couldn't Forgive Him.
bodice was also plain, but a small
"Who Is that man your wife cut secretions began to set In.
From
shawl of soft, white dead on the street yesterday T"
then, ordinary Anglo-Saxofalls to
silk, fringed, was worn, and a white
"That's one of my best friends. describe the annoyance and suffering
tulle cap partially covered her snowy Mary Ib a little prejudiced against I endured. The tearful pain through
hair. A knot of delicate green satin him because he happened to be a my body, loss of appetite, loss of
sleep, consequent loss of energy,
ribbon on one side of the tulle cap registrar in one of the election booths
was a pretty touch.
and, finally, Indication of complete
Borne time ago and was obliged to
ask her how old she was."
dissolution compelled me, from sheer
agony and pain, to either He on the
Change in Bodies Fashions.
"Didn't she tell him?"
"Tell him! Certainly not."
Word comes from Paris that the
floor and scream, or forced me Into
spasms. On such occasions my husbodice with close long shoulders 1b to
"But why not?"
reign supremely in the autumn. This
band called In a physician, whose mor"Because she knew he knew."
means a revival undoubtedly of modes
phine treatment relieved me tempoBoy Didn't Know.
that prevailed when Empress Eugenie
rally. I grew weaker and thinner.and
A teacher waB Instructing a class of so run down physically that nothing
was not only the queen of beauty In
France, but the dictator of fashions. boys, and had spent half an hour try- was left but skin and bone. AH my
It also means that skirts wl'l be wider ing to drive Into their heads the dif- friends, acquaintances and neighbors
at the hem. that large hats will be ference between man and the lower knew about my critical condition, and
will gain animals, but aparently with little sucworn and that coiffures
on one occasion I was reported dead
cess.
greatly in dimensions.
and they came to see my corpse. At
"Tommy," he said, coaxtngly to a last the doctors attending me held a
Velvet Ribbon Fancies.
little chap, "lo you know the differ- consultation and agreed that if I did
Narrow black velvet ribbon In rows ence between say, me and a pig, or not undergo an operation 1 could not
of threes or fives, caught at intervals any other brute?"
live.
Preparations were made, a
"No," replied Tommy, innocently, room selected at the city hospital, and
by paste buckles, are often used as
Bebe but another
bretel'.es on evening blouses.
teacher standing by they even went so far as to have the
ribbons are still used as a trimming laughed.
carriage brought to the door to carry
run through lace and ending In the
me there. I don't know why, but
pretty chrysanthemum rosettes made
A Cruel, Thoughtless Wife.
something told me not to go, and I abof loops of velvet of different lengths.
solutely refused.
Now
want the
Blouses made entirely of frills of chifreader to grasp every word of the folfon are only suitable for slim figures.
lowing:
A friend of ours, a Mr.
knowing
that my kidneys
were the real cause of the entire
JZatest
trouble, brought a box of Doan's Kidney Pills to the house, and requested
me to give them a trial. I had taken
so much medicine that I was more
New umbrella handles show mountthan discouraged, and had little, If
ings of copper Btudded with either
any, faith In any preparation. Howgold or silver.
ever, I reasoned if they did not do me
Button novelties are many and one
good they could not possibly make me
shows a silver snake colled around a
worse, so I began the treatment. After
blue turquoise.
the third dose, I .felt something dart
A large butterfly set In diamonds,
across me like a flash of lightning,
with a single large ruby as the head,
and from that moment I began to imIs among the jewelry novelties.
prove. The pain in my back and kidA curious brooch is In virgin gold
neys positively disappeared, the kidand represents a slender Btick, around
ney secretions became free and nat- a wicked-lookinwhich
is colled
ural. At present rest and sleep well.,
snake with a ruby eye.
my appetite is good, my weight .has
Parisian pearls cut in pagoda
Fields W'y did yer leave Increased from
118 to 155 pounds,
shapes are strung together closely yerFlowery
wife,
William?
and my flesh Is firm and solid. My
without any intervening gold links to
Weary William Oh, she wuz flighty
friends actually marvel at the change
form the newest neck chain.
changeable. Useter hide her
in my appearance. Words cannot exOne sees a great many Bhades of and
in a different place 'most every press my own feelings. 1 am not putgray in the new goods and these
never seemed ter care how ting it too strongly when I say 1 have
colors are known to the wise shopman time;
much trouble she made me. Leslie's been
raised from the dead. I am satas cloud, storm, pearl or moonlight.
isfied that had It not been for Doan's
Pretty among pins chatelaine to Weekly.
Kidney Pills, taken when they were.
fasten the tiny enameled watches to
The Thorn and the Rose.
I would have been either lying in the
the waist is one that represents a
Mrs. Temperton I've got the dearView Cemetery, or an Invalid for
clover. This is enameled
Lake
est old darling of a husband that ever the balance of my life. I will be only
10 represent the real leaf and has an
happened.
He has an awful temper too pleased to give minuter particucpal in the center.
and about once a month he gets mad
lars of my case to any one calling on
and tears up my best hat.
me, not, of course, out of Idle curiosA pail of cold water will purify the
Singleton
you
Miss
And
call
him
ity, but If they really have kidney
elr of the room.
a dear old darling after that? How
complaint and want to know what
can you?
course to pursue to get relief."
MrB. Temperton Well, you see, he
A lREE TRIAL of this great kidalways has a fit of remorse next ney
medicine which cured Mrs. Isted
flowing
full
day
buys
me a better one.
The
and
sleeves had three
will be mailed on application to any
bands of the fur. and the dainty chifpart of the United States. Address
fon was made into the under sleeve
And Laughed Operaorlousiy.
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, N. Y. For
that is to be one of the fashions of the
He was an ardent but economical
ale by all druggists, price 50 cents
lover, and had been courting her for per box.
winter.
For the wee maids the full
three months.
skirt is seen on many a school
"When do you think, dearest," he The World's Gold Product Since 1492.
dress. Plaids, checks and plain cloths Bald, as they sat near the moonlit winu
M. Paul
has Btudled
nre the things that mammas are mak- dow one evening, "that the moon apthe history of the world's product of
ing Into suits for small women.
pears at Its best?"
gold In historic times. One of his ta"I think," she replied, "that the bles is as follows:
In green plaid a pretty school frock
was made, and It was brightened by a moon always looks the loveliest wben Stock of gold before 1492
80,000,000
red velvet collar. The skirt was ore lb returning from the opera."
about
$
He took the hint.
619,980
Product,
plaited and the waist was trimmed
about
628,400,000
Product,
about
tack Into revers at the throat, show0
1,308,960,000
Product,
Argument Easily Settled.
ing a white gamp of broadcloth.
A
Two old friends meet after a separabroad red collar laid out onto the
Total before the nineshoulders, and neat narrow cuffs of tion of many years.
$ 2,537,340,000
teenth century
"Time flies," says one, "but, after Product
the same fabric trimmed the sleeves.
of the nineThe pretty frock was finished at the all. you are not so bald as I expected
7,964,040,000
teenth century
waist line with a narrow belt of the to find you."
I should say not.
"Bald!
Look In
velvet.
Total
110.491.380.000
The second half of the nineteenth
I've more hair
Sallor-likis a frock of dark navy the glass yourself.
century produced more than twice as
b'ue serge, with a broad collar of than you have."
"More hair than I have? That's ab- much gold as the three and a half cenwhite. The skirt has a broad box
turies preceedlng thai time; and the
plait in the front and narrow ones all surd," perfectly absurd! Let's count five
last years of the nineteenth cenabout. The waist is also plaited, and 'em!
tury produced more than the entire
a bit of white serge shows as a vest,
output
of the seventeenth century.
In the Wrong Office.
and a big collar completes ths frock.
ActresB You are a divorce lawyer,
WHAT TO SEZ IN NEW YORK.
understand?
Lawyer Yes, madam; I 3ecure diThe New York Press on the New
vorce without publicity.
Show Places in New York.
Actress Uh I'm In the wrong ofWhat are New York's show places?
fice. Good day, sir. New York WeekIt would be right l'ard to enumerate
ly.
them on short notice. Perhaps the
following question and answer may
Expensive and Handsome.
appeal to some: Resident, to New
Arrival "Now tell me what you
would especially like to see." New
Arrival "Oh, Just show me New
York." I think that very good. But
it is no easy matter to show New
York. To our list of show places,
whatever they may be, we must add
the new waiting room at the Grand
Central Station. When strangers go

THE HUMOR OF LIFE

Do

Green Plaid

Mixed Tweed Costume.,

Dark Blue Sailor Frouk.

Dorothy's
Papa "So
your birthday, eh? Well, well! I must
give you a nice present. Come, now,
choose oue as handsome and expensive
as you please."
Dorothy "I will lake Jack Harduppe,
please, papa, dear."

The dlles that are voting down Carnegie library propositions are probably
lust mean enough to want lo see the
old man die rich.

Nothing Certain.
"Is It possible, miss, that you do
iot know the naues of your beat
friends?"
"Possible? Why, of course It Is. I
ao not even know what my own name
may be a year or two hence."

ounsuuipti.in.

While the fool ponders the wise guy
acts.

"Little Coldi" neglected thousands of
ui. .1 every year. l)r Wood's
mi.

lives

.

Norway Pins Syrup oure"n little colda cures
big coKIh too, down to the very verge of
SowIiik wild onts nflxht be all right If
the Illumed thlnga wouldn't sprout.
Bullhead I cent cigar. If you have
nmukeri one you know huw good thay
are. If yuu have nut, try oue
--

Woman that la born of woman Is of but
few daya und full of words.
A merry-go-roun- d
Is no respecter 01'

persons.

MADE DEITY OF SOLDIER.

ANECDOTE

Great Histor'in Placed In Somewhat
Emba; ailing Position.
The late John Flske, the historian,
was a man of enormous stature, and
extremely sensitive about any reference to his unusual size. One occasion, when he was visiting a friend
at his home In a beautiful town In
Connecticut, the hostess and her
daughter Invited Mr. Hake to drive
with them one morning. The road was
a picturesque one, which winds along
the river at the foot of the mountains.
At one point the hostess suggested
that the party alight and walk a short
distance through the Held to g t a particularly attractive view. Arornd this

Worshiped by Vie-lager of the Punjab
Though only now steps are being
tardily taken by his countrymen to
erect a monument to Gen. Nicholson,
that hero of the Indian mutiny la assured of remembrance outlasting that
which any bronze or marble can give,
for he has been enshrined In the
folklore or mythology of India. None
ever attained a higher Ideal .of an
Englishman than brigadier General
John Nicholson, and to the people of
India he .vas the model of a man and
a soldier. Their devotion to him In
his life passed Into adoration on his
death. As Nikal Seyn he is actually
worshiped in some villages of the
Punjab, and both there and over the
northweat border his heroic deeds and
noble life are sung to this day. "Ahl!

Gen. Nicholson

field was a high fence, with no opening but a narrow stile. The ladles
passed through and turned to wait
for their guest. For a moment he
contemplated the opening; to squeeze
through was impossible, to climb over
Finally
was equally Impracticable.
his deep bass voice broke the silence:
"Ladles, I think we would better con
tinue our drive." Argonaut.

Nlkal Seyn Is dead he died before
take
Delhi!
Lances of north
vegeance for Nikal Seyn," It! the berecitation
ginning of the walling
which will carry his name to posterity. New York Commercial Adver-

tiser.
FOLLY OF "EXPERT" TESTIMONY.
"AIN'T IT THE TRUTH?"

Recent French Trial Showe It as It
Really Is.

Jack Powell's Union Hen Says the
Strike Is Settled.
If Jack Powell's union hen Is still
to be regarded as a prophet, then the
coal strike Is about to be settled, for
the hen has again begun to lay, and
the first egg has a letter S In raised
letters upon the Bhell. This Is Interpreted to mean "settled." The egg
was brought to the courty jail
and placed on exhibition. This hen
"laid off" from laying when the strike
was called, and refused steadily from
that time until yesterday. This hen
Is just an ordinary Plymouth rock, but
Its action in resuming laying is regarded as significant by Jailer Pflantz
and others who have watched the actions of the hen and the progress of
the strike with equal Interest. Louisville (Ky.) Dispatch in Cincinnati Enquirer.

handwriting expert In Paris was
attempting to identify the writing of
suspected murderer with that left
behind by the criminal in the house
He produced the acof his victim.
cused's official books and pointed out
conclusively that the two hands were
indubitably the same. "There," he
seemed to say as he mopped his boated brow, "that shows what your real
armor-plateBelleville-blered expert
can do when he tries." "Marvelous,"
said the judge.
"There Is, Indeed,
but one flaw as far as I can see. The
writing in these books is not that of
accused, but of his predecessor, and
it was written several years before
the crime was committed. You see my
point!" The expert attempted a smile.
A

y

THE 8TRICKEN

OF JOHN FISKE.

London Globe.

Wonderful

DEER.

Endurance 8hown

THOUSANDS OF WOMEN

Some-

times When Mortally Wounded.
The capacity of a deer to withstand
the shock of bullets sometimes approaches the marvelous.
There are
many Instances of a deer shot under
full headway that has run a hundred
yards with a hole through the heart.
There are Instances of deer shot
through the brain and knocked flat
that have bounded up and fallen dead
fifty yards from the place of their undoing, and Btranger still, one Instance
of a deer's going more than a mile with
a fore and hind leg on the same side
smashed to smithereens with a raking
shot from the rear.
So plentiful are these Instances that
hunters have a way of saying that no
deer is dead until It baa ben
nor Is there any shot which
Ib absolutely certain to stop them dead
In their tracks save one through the
neck, severing the spinal cord. These
animals are so swift, they
so admirably and their muscular systems are of such perfection that Instantaneous extinguishment of the vital
spark is achieved but seldom, no matter how expert the man behind the
gun.

DYING FROM
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Summary of Twelfth Census.
The total
populatlor (including
Alaska and the Hawaiian islands) was
76.30.1.387. This comprises: First, the
76,477,4l7 residents of the United States
proper; second, the 91,219 military,
naval and civil employes serving
abroad or at sea;, third, the 63,592 residents of Alaska; fourth, the 164,001
residents of the Hawaiian Islands;
fifth, tbe 125,048 Indians not taxed and

other residents In the Indian
Territory. There are, besides, some
7,000,000 oi 8,000,000
people In the
Philippine islands; 953.243 in Porto
Rico; about 9,000 in Guam; about
in American Samoa or in all,
about 85,000,000 persons.
392,062

A

CURE FOR THE TOBACCO HABIT.

Mi ..W L, Hnaldlne, MOHtnte St,
Molne. lnwa.has
m
di
a hamilPMi remedy for the tobacco habit
which cured her hutriiand In il. i, hint MIS aa'ave
SO
given
weed
he
to the
for over jean. It can
eacretly and
la harntleaa. Mi- - Spaldlnir will nd the prescription free,
to any one eendtng atanied envelope to pay poetags.

"Well," said the cheerful wife, who
thouKht she hnd n soprano voice, "if the
worst comes to the worst I could keep
the wolf from the door by singing;." "I
don't doubt that would do It." replied
her pessimistic husband, "but suppose the
wolf should happen to be deaf?"
NOT A FISH STORY.
Baxter's Itullhead cigar as as good a 6c
smoke as you can find.
If you can't marry dollars the next
best thing is to marry sense.

November Colds Should Not Be
Allowed to Develop Into Chronic
Catarrh.
Cures a Cold Promptly
and Permanently.
Pe-ru-- na

"I am glad to recommend Perunaasit
has done so much for me. I had been a
great sufferer from catarrhal colds until I was urged to try Peruna, and I am
happy to Bay that it' has entirely cured
me. I shall never bo without it and
most cheerfully recommend it to others
who are afflicted as I have been."
Katherine Dauter, 239 13th St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Most people think the success of Peruna depends upon the use of advertisements.
Undoubtedly the advertisements help some Hut by far the greatest number of people who hear of
have their attention called to it
by a friend.
Some one gets cured of chronic catarrh by Peruna. After he is certain of
his cure, he is sure to recommend it to
his friends. Friend recommends it to
friend and the news spreads from tongue
to tongue.
All the advertisements In the world
could not make Peruna as popular as
It Is. Peruna cures. That Is tbe reason people like It Peruna cures a
very stubborn disease. That Is why
everyone recommends It. Peruna
cures chronic catarrh after all other
remedies fail which explains why

neighbor

recom-

mends it to neighbor. Peruna cures
catarrh permanentu:
lyj , ouu
.,...! tiiia
way
has gaineda
friend.
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Peculiar Game of Checkers.
People who have been cured by PeA game of checkers has been played
runa
many
ago
have
years
been
Writer Moved to Protest.
eager to recommend Peruna to their
under very peculiar circumstances beMrs. Burton Harrison gives voice tween two Cornish families for the
friends ever since. This is the way Pet
lo this
sentiment: "I be- last forty years and is not flnished
runa is advertised. It advertises itself.
lieve women should take more InterIts merits are its chief advertisement.
yet. Whenever a member of either
Once cured of so distressing and exasest in politics and talk more about It house dies the relatives meet at the
perating a malady as catarrh, it becomes
at home." Nay, lady. We have heard deceased's home as soon as the funertbe duty of every one to pass it along;
women talk politics at home, or rather
al rites are over, whereupon the two
to call tbe attention of those who are
talk at politics, and we are not for it eldest members continue the game
still victims, to a remedy that rarely
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup.
and it is not for us. Perhaps there
guma, reduces to
children
teething,
ofiena
the
For
man.
fails to cure.
a
one
of the players loses
flanimatlon, allays pain, cures wind colic. 25c a bottle.
might be a little chamber up aloft until
positions
of the men on the board
The
Ileware of Cheap Imitations of Pe.
where the ladles may discuss politics are then recorded and the game postMany a man's downfall ran be traced
... Ma Sure That Too (let
to the loss of his balance in a bank.
among themselves, but the cheery
poned until death gives the signal for
There are no substitutes for Peruna.
lamlly reunion at nightfall should
Wl.at's the secret of happy, vigorous
reopening the tussle. Altogether nine
Allow no one to persuade you that there
never De mafred by political discus different players
health! Simply keeping the bowels, the
have so far been imis something just as good. The success
stomach, the liver and kidneys strong and
sion with madame or mademoiselle as plicated in
the game.
of Peruna has tempted many people to
active. Burdock Blood Bitters does it.
one of the disputants. Great heavens
devise cheap imitationa
Beware of
lady; Is there not trouble enough In
The sword swallower should tackle a
them. Be sure that you get Peruna.
saw
occasionally;
would
It
more
be
tooth11
Field
is? Roswell
married life as
An Athletic Statesman.
Miss Jennie Driscoll,870 Putnam Ave.,
some
George T. Beck, ('emocratlc nomine
Brooklyn, N. Y. , Writes:
in Chicago Post.
because of their true merit that
"I heard so much in praise of Peruna
for governor of Wyoming, is a son of soIt's
many smokers prefer Baxter's Bullas a specific for catarrhal affections that
head
clear.
the late Senator Beck of Kentucky.
Had to Remain Outside Fold.
One of Senator "Billy" Mason's The young man weighs over 260
stories Is about two of his brothers pounds, but carries no superfluous
All over
Ed and Jim, who dealt in wool at their flesh, being of vast frame.
ClcO,
home in Iowa. Jim went to a revival the far west he is known for his athJL- - SSL. wv-v-- .
.
A
JL
AiN
meeting (unthinkingly, the senator letic powers, no man in the Big Horn .
says) and "got religion." In his first basin caring to tackle him
He la a rancher, and with
burst of enthusiasm he told his
brother of how much better he felt certain rich men byis interested In
irrigation a larg
since his conversion and urged Ed to Et heme to reclaim
come Into the fold. The latter pon crea of arid lands.
dered gravely for a time and then
Safest Place to Be Shot.
haid: "Ain't any doubt but what reli
An Australian officer who saw the
gion's a good thing and
Life out of doors and out of the games which they play and the enjoyI'm glad
you've got It, Jim, but 1 guess you bet greater part of the war in south Africa
ment which they receive and the efforts which they make, comes the
greater part of that healthful development which is so essential to their
ter let me alone just now," he con has been telling a Melbourne Interviewer that from his experience he
happiness when grown. When a laxative is needed the remedy which is
"You see, Jim
tiuued, reflectively.
thinks the head is the safest part In
given to them to cleanse and sweeten and strengthen the internal orgaus
one of us has got to weigh the wool.'
which to receive a bullet. "The head
on which it acts, should be such as physicians would sanction,, because its
is the most protected part of the
component parts are known to be wholesome and the remedy itself free from
The Real Russian Autocrat.
Out of scores of cases of
every objectionable quality. The one remedy which physicians and parents,
A correspondent describes M. De body.
wounds In the bead that came under
approve and recommend and which the little ones enjoy,
Wttte, the great Russian statesman my
only one was fatal.
In
because of its pleasant flavor, its gentle action and its beneficial effects, is
as a man of striking personality. Tali, manynotice
of them the bullets glanced off
Syrup of Figs and for the same reason it is the only laxative which should
heavy and strong, his frame has sue
merely
Inflicting
scalp
be used by fathers and mothers.
cessfully withstood the ravages of the skull,
Syrup of Figs is the only remedy which acta gently, pleasantly and
bard and incessant work, and at the wounds."
naturally without griping, irritating, or nauseating and which cleanses the
age of 53 he In still In good health
system effectually, without producing that constipated habit which result
Gen. Bragg's New Post.
He is not an attractive man.
His
e
from the use of the
cathartic and modern imitations, and against
Gen. Bragg's transfer from the conmanner Is cold, his deportment stiff
which
should
be so carefully guarded. If you would have them
the
children
conto
general
at
Havana
sulate
the
and awkward and his speech slow
grow to manhood and womanhood, strong, healthy and happy, do not give
will not
It is for this reason sulate general at Hong-Konand unpolished.
them medicines, when medicines are not needed, and when nature needs
that he Is unpopular among the Rus Involve any loss to him of tbe emoluassistance in the way of a laxative, give them only the simple, pleasant and
sian aristocracy, whose manners be- ments of office, the salary at both
gentle Syrup of Figs.
prestoken the French courtier and whose posts being Identical. The social Hong-KonIt quality is due not only to the excellence of the combination of the
actions are quite abhorrent to M. De tige of the American consul at
laxative principles of plants with pleasant aromatic syrups and juices, but
1b greater than that of the corWltte.
also to our original method of manufacture and aa you value the health of
responding official at Havana, ard
the little ones, do not accept any of the substitutes which unscrupulous dealcompensation for tbe
a
would
be
this
Woman Suffrage Advocate.
ers sometimes offer to increase their profits. The genuine article may be
a
of
so
disadvantage
residence
far
Miss Anna Hvosley of Cbrlstianla
bought anywhere of all reliable druggists at fifty cents per bottle. Please
Norway, is now In this country. Miss from home.
to remember, the full name of the Company
Hvosley la an advocate of th,o woman
CALIFORNIA FIG SYR. UP CO. is printed on
Sure Cure for Seasickness.
ruffrage movement and she says that
h f mil t
svrv nar Dr. E. Castelli of Washington clalma
few natlonB are more In sympathy
:
vtA
aee- - 1,1 order to get it.
a
to
sure
discovered
preventive
have
movement
with that
that hers. Con
beneficial effects
NJla
In
look
c
"Just
and
sit
seasickness.
legislation
Mderable reform
has been
,
'ays necessary to buy
enacted and the Norwegian Woman's a mirror," says the doctor, "and you
.cjj
genuine only.
the
no
experience
will
Inconvenience
from
Rights society has been In existence
since 1884. Miss Hvosley Is on the the motion of the vessel. I infer 'from
editorial staff of an Influential Chrls-iUnl- my discovery that the pathogenesis
paper, drawing a handsome sal- of seasickness is the same as that of
I .rW
vertigo I. e., the affliction I the ref.V'u
ary.
sult of the consciousness of the oscillation of the act of orientation."
To Spread New Religion.
Baba (Father) Premandand Bliara-tl- ,
All Interested in Senator Vest.
a missionary of the Vaishnava reMlssourtans even the blackest Religion, a religion based on the Vedas,
publicans among them are watching
Is In New York to spread the knowledge of his faith and get converts to with anxiety reports from Washington
It. Premandand
Bbaratl until two regarding the health of Senator Vest.
years ago was a Hindoo journalist. A distinguished oculist is now treat(
lei
He received a "call" and Is now en- ing him and it is hoped that at least
):
gaged In the propagation of hU reli- his eyes and general health will be
sufficiently
to
him
for
write
gion outside his native land. He Is restored
about 45 years old and speaks and the memoirs which for some time he
has Intended to give to the public.
wrlta English fluently.
well-mean-

If you do not derive prompt and satisfactory results from the use of Peruna
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
full statemei t of your case and he will
be pleased to give you his valuable
ad-vi-

gratis.

Address Pr. Hartman, President of
The Uai tmau Sanitarium, Columbus, ft
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Daily Change.

Flra In Anything.

Take powdor composed of equal
Richard P. White is credited with a
story of personal experience while weights of loaf sugar and chlorate of
traveling through the north of Ire- potash, separately reduced to fin
land, his birthplace, many years ago. powdor and then well mixed together.
He sat at the writing desk of his hotel, This Is placed in some vessel, such a
where he was a gueBt, to prepare some a cup, or, in fact, anything that will
letters. When he was about to use prevent the Are from injuring the
the blotter he noticed that It was table. When this powder is touched
clean, apart from a single and very with the least drop of sulphuric acid
clear impression, which, when held It will instantly burst into a flame.
Take a stick or wand previously dipup to a mirror and read as reflected,
proved to be a bill for washing for a ped in the acid, and after sundry momonth. The Items entered were one tions touch the powder, and the sam
result will be produced.
collars.
tblrt ami thirty-one
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